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ABSTRACT
This work presents a unified theory of nonlinear RLC networks 
using an entirely new approach--the parametric approach. The class of 
networks considered includes any arbitrary time-invariant, nonlinear 
RLC network whose elements can be characterized by a unicursal curve. In 
particular, curves which are multiple-valued functions of both terminal 
variables such as the hysteresis curves are admissible. Through the 
use of Stieltjes integrals, a generalization of the concepts of "content" 
and "co-content" as well as "energy" and "co-energy" is made which leads 
directly to a generalization of the Legendre transformation. It is then 
shown that the equilibrium equations of such networks can always be 
formulated mathematically as a system of algebraic-differential equations. 
The Schauder fixed point theorem and the principle of contraction mapping 
are then used to formulate a number of existence theorems on the solutions 
of nonlinear resistive networks. The concept of equivalent nonlinear 
networks as well as the principle of duality in nonlinear networks is 
introduced and a number of useful theorems on equivalent nonlinear net­
works are presented. A theorem giving the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for networks which can be represented in normal form is de­
veloped in detail. This theorem forms the basis for the state-variable 
analysis of nonlinear networks and the classical theory of Lyapunov is 
used to explore the stability of nonlinear networks. Several subclasses 
of completely stable nonlinear networks are presented. The work ter­
minates with the presentation of several theorems on completely stable 
second-order, time-invariant3 nonlinear networks.
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Page 1 In place of the first 4 lines, substitute:
By usual definition, any network which isV.not linear is 
said to be a nonlinear network; however, in this work, linear 
networks are considered to be a special case of nonlinear 
networks. (In other words, nonlinear networks constitute the 
class of all networks.) Hence it would be absolutely
Page 6 The first word in the last line should be "sound".
Page 24 The equation in line 8 should read 
i(0,t) = (1 + -- sin W Q t) sin 9.
Page 29 In place of the first 2 lines, substitute:
Proof: Since the parameter is arc-length itself, the 
standard expression for arc-length becomes (ds/ds)2 =
(dw/ds)2 + (dz/ds)2 = 1 Q.E.D.
Page 29 In the first line after Property 2, insert the work "differen­
tiable" between "any" and "curve".
Page 31 The second line after Property 7 should read:
= 0 is a closed curve whose perimeter is any rational number.
Page 33 Line 6 should read:
of P is either concave downward or concave upward.
Page 56 Add the following after line 10.
(The pathological case where a local maximum of one curve and 
a local minimum of another curve lie in the same horizontal 
l|.jie is excluded.)
Page 60 The 4th line from the bottom should have 1(4,8) inserted in 
place of ^00,8)^.
Page 73 In equation (4.10a) insert q(tQ) after z(t-tQ).
Page 81 In the 7th line from the bottom, insert [23] after the word 
Descent.
Page 81 [22] should be inserted in place of [23] in the 4th line from 
the bottom.
Page 90 Insert "uniquely" between "determine" and "the" in the 3rd 
line from the bottom.
Page 96 Substitute ^(n-l)(n-2) for ^n(n-l)(n-2) in the 5th line from 
the bottom.
Page 152 Line 9, replace <b = 0 by 0 # 0.
1I. INTRODUCTION
By definition, any network which is not linear is said to be 
a nonlinear network (although in this work, linear network is considered 
as a special case of nonlinear networks). This definition, being a 
"negative" type of definition, includes virtually every network that 
one can dream of as a nonlinear network. Hence, it would be absolutely 
insane for one to talk of a general theory for analyzing all nonlinear 
networks. After all, electrical engineers have spent 50 years formulat­
ing a general theory of linear networks— an almost insignificant subclass 
when compared to the hugh class of nonlinear networks. Hence, there is 
no sense for one to suddenly decide on developing a general theory for 
all nonlinear networks. The logical approach, therefore, is to formulate 
a general theory for some subclass of nonlinear networks. The question, 
of course, immediately arises as to how large should this "subclass" be 
in order to include most practical networks. The existence of practical 
nonlinear elements such as the tunnel diodes whose characteristic curves 
are multiple-valued functions of at least one of the two terminal vari­
ables immediately suggests that the general theory must at least be 
capable of handling these elements. But even this class of nonlinear 
networks is too small for all practical purposes. In order to see this, 
one only has to consider two tunnel diodes connected in series and observe 
the resulting characteristic curve of the "composite" element— a perfectly 
legitimate practical element. Interestingly enough, depending on the 
peak and valley currents of the two tunnel diodes, it is possible to obtain
2widely different composite characteristic curves ranging from curves 
which are multiple-valued functions of both terminal variables to totally 
disconnected curves, parts of which might even "cross'* each other. A 
simple example of some of these possibilities is shown in Figure 3.9 
of Chapter III. Hence, it is cj.ear that a useful general theory must 
be capable of handling even elements with disconnected characteristic 
curves. However, in order to make use of the mathematical theory of 
real functions which is heavily based on the concept of the continuity 
of the real line, it would be wise to exclude elements whose char­
acteristic curves are disconnected. But even curves which are connected 
in one piece are usually too difficult to handle mathematically, and the 
trend has been to consider only elements characterized by monotonically 
increasing curves. It is unfortunate that in the present state of the 
art, only such elements are admissible in general. Any one who has 
experienced inverting a simple nonlinear algebraic equation can appreci­
ate the difficulty involved and hence understands the reason for such a 
severe restriction that must be imposed on the network elements. The 
basic difficulty involves finding the inverse of a function, and it is 
well known that only a one-to-one function has an inverse. Hence, in 
order to enlarge the class of admissible networks, the first problem is 
to find a "mathematical transformation" which transforms a non-monotonic 
function into a function, or set of functions, which is one-to-one. The 
key to this problem lies in the concept of parametrization. So general 
is this approach that any element whose characteristic curves can be
traced by the tip of a pencil in one single continuous stroke is ad-
missible. Clearly, this class of manageable elements includes any 
element whose characteristic curve is a multiple-valued function of
3
both terminal variables, such as the common hysteresis curves. In 
fact, each curve may even "cross'' itself any number of times. Hence 
the present work greatly enlarges the class of nonlinear networks that 
can be analyzed.
Except for a few new results and a somewhat more general point 
of view, Chapter II is mainly introductory in character. In Chapter III, 
the concept of parametrization is developed in great detail, and consti­
tutes the foundation for the chapters following it. In particular, the 
concept of the "index" of a unicursal curve is defined and is found to 
be an extremely useful way for characterizing curves. The parametric 
approach is then applied to characterizing nonlinear elements, and the 
theory of Stieltjes integrals is used to generalize the definitions of 
"content" and "co-content" as well as "energy" and "co-energy." This 
leads to a generalized Legendre transformation and a unique way for re­
presenting energy in an inductance and capacitance characterized by 
multiple-valued functions. Chapter III terminates with the presentation 
of eight theorems on the composite characteristic of networks containing 
2-terminal, nonlinear, time-invariant elements.
The subject of nonlinear network analysis starts in Chapter IV. 
There it is shown that the equilibrium equation of any nonlinear network 
containing "unicursal" elements can be written in a form similar to that 
of linear network theory. This result is perhaps the most important one 
presented since if one takes the common point of view that network
4analysis ends when the equilibrium equations are formulated (since the 
solving of the equations is a purely mathematical problem), then the 
network analysis problem for this extremely large class of nonlinear 
networks can be said to be completely solved. The set of equilibrium 
equations is next investigated for the case of purely resistive networks.
In sharp contrast with linear resistive networks, it is shown that in 
general, one finds that the nonlinear network can have either no 
solution, one solution, finitely many solutions or infinitely many 
solutions, A number of existence theorems are then presented concerning 
the number of possible solutions. In particular, the Schauder Fixed 
Point theorem and the principle of contraction mapping are seen to be 
very useful. Chapter IV terminates with a presentation of the concept of 
equivalent nonlinear networks and the closely associated concept of 
duality in nonlinear networks. Again, a number of unexpected results 
are found which have no counterparts in linear networks.
In Chapter V, the network analysis is shifted to the state- 
variable approach. Here, the "A-Matrix" in linear networks finds its 
counterpart in the "Normal Form" of the nonlinear networks. A theorem 
giving the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
normal form in an arbitrary network is formulated and proved in great 
detail. This theorem is one of the most important results obtained 
forming the basis for the stability analysis of arbitrary nonlinear net­
works presented in the final chapter.
In Chapter VI, the classical results of Lyapunov’s method of 
first approximation and the Lyapunov second method are applied to nonlinear
5networks. Here, a few subclasses of "completely stable" nonlinear 
networks are presented. Finally, as a direct application of a few 
theorems due to Krasovskii, this chapter terminates with the presenta­
tion of 22 stability theorems on completely stable second order, time- 
invariant, nonlinear networks.
As a summary, this work presents a unified theory of nonlinear 
networks capable of handling an extremely large class of nonlinear net­
works. The entire theory is founded upon one simple idea— the concept of 
parametrization.
6II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
A network is an interconnection of circuit elements. In 
general, a circuit element may be considered as a black box with n- 
terminals accessible to the external world. If the n-terminals can be 
grouped into n/2-terminal pairs such that the current entering one 
terminal of each terminal-pair is constrained to leave the other 
terminal, then the n-terminal element is said to be an N-port element, 
where N = n/2. In general, an n-terminal element is, or may be modelled 
by, an interconnection of 2-terminal elements with possible "electrical 
coupling" between elements. A 2-terminal element is further classified 
either as a "resistive" or an "eiiergy storage" element depending on 
whether energy is dissipated or may be stored in the element. The 
general 2-terminal resistive element is the nonlinear resistance. The general 
2-terminal energy storage element may be a nonlinear inductance, in which 
magnetic-energy can be stored, or a nonlinear capacitance, in which 
electric-energy can be stored.
Each 2-terminal element is completely characterized by a 
"relationship" between two electrical quantities. In the most general 
case to be considered, this relationship is specified in the form of 
a curve [l]„ This curve may be obtained from actual measurements, or it 
may be the composite characteristic of several 2-terminal elements. In 
fact, such a curve may be arbitrarily postulated without consideration 
of its physical realizability. Practically speaking, this approach may 
sould quite absurd, however, conceptually, this point of view seems to be
7the best approach for which a general theory can be formulated which 
will hopefully lead to a synthesis of ’’equivalent classes" of nonlinear 
networks.
Since most concepts in linear network theory are not valid in 
the nonlinear case, the pertinent background material is presented in 
the following sections,,
II.1 Characterization of 2-Terminal Nonlinear Elements
Before a relationship characterizing an element can be 
specified, a set of reference directions must be established. Although 
such reference is quite arbitrary, it is assumed here, once and for all, 
that the positive reference directions for terminal voltage v and 
terminal current i are chosen such that the energy supplied to the 
element in any increment of time dt is given by dw = vi dt. Moreover, 
the positive reference directions for flux 0 and charge q are chosen so 
as to be consistent with those of v and i, respectively.
Nonlinear Resistance
A 2-terminal nonlinear resistance is completely characterized 
by a relationship of the form
R(v,i,t) = 0, (2.1)
where v is the terminal voltage, i is the terminal current and t is the 
time parameter. If the relation (2.1) does not involve t, the resistance 
is said to be time-invariant; otherwise, it is time-varying.
8In the most general case to be considered, a time-invariant 
resistance is specified by a v-i curve such as the one shown in Figure
2.1 [2], A time-varying resistance must be specified in general by a
2-dimensional surface in the 3-dimensional v,i,t space. Observe that 
a constant current source or a constant voltage source is a time-invariant, 
nonlinear resistance whereas a time-varying current or voltage source 
is a time-varying nonlinear resistance.
Nonlinear Inductance
A 2-terminal nonlinear inductance is completely characterized 
by a relationship of the form
L(i,0,t) = 0, (2.2)
where i is the terminal current, 0 is the flux and t is the time para­
meter. The terminal voltage v is given by
v = 0 (2.3)
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. If t is 
absent in Equation (2.2), the inductance is said to be time-invariant; 
otherwise, it is time-varying. In the most general case to be considered, 
a time-invariant inductance is specified by a curve such as the one 
shown in Figure 2.1 (however, now the coordinates become 0 and i instead 
of v and i), whereas a time-varying inductance must be specified in 
general by a 2-dimensional surface in the 3-dimensional i, 0, t space.
9V
v-i Characteristic of an Arbitrary 
Nonlinear Resistance
lo
Nonlinear Capacitance
A 2-terminal nonlinear capacitance is completely characterized 
by a relationship of the form
C(v,q,t) = 0, (2.4)
where v is the terminal voltage, q is the charge, and t is the time 
parameter. The terminal current i is given by
i = q. (2.5)
If t is absent in Equation (2.4), the capacitance is said to be time- 
invariant; otherwise, it is time-varying. In the most general case to 
be considered, a time-invariant nonlinear capacitance is specified by 
a curve such as the one shown in Figure 2.1 (however, now the coordinates 
become v and q instead of v and i), whereas a time-varying capacitance 
must be specified in general by a 2-dimensional surface in the 3- 
dimensional v,q,t space.
II.2 Characterization of n-port, Nonlinear Networks
There are several ways to characterize a nonlinear network; 
however, the most natural way seems to be that of partitioning the net­
work elements into two disjoint subnetworks. If the network contains k 
inductances and n-k capacitances, then one subnetwork is formed by 
"pulling-outM the n-energy storage elements. The remaining n-port 
resistive network forms the other subnetwork with the energy storage 
elements considered to be its "external" loads. Figure 2.2 shows the 
resulting network consisting of an n-port resistive network with the
Figure 2.2
A General Representation of A Nonlinear Network
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first k ports connected to the k inductances, and the remaining n-k 
ports connected to the n-k capacitances.
Just as in the 2-terminal case, the general resistive n-port 
is completely characterized by n-relationships of the form
v w ,vn, i^, *  * • >in* ^  - i-1,2,3,.. . ,n. ( 2 . 6 )
relating the 2n-external variables. In the most general case, Equation
(2.6) may be represented by n 2n-dimensional hypersurfaces in the 2n+l 
dimensional v^i^, t space. The use of vector notation allows the writing 
of Equation (2.6) in the following compact form:
R(v,i,t) = 0? (2.7)
where
-V1 R1(v,i,t)
V =
V2
3 1 =
12
, R =
R2(v,J., t)
Vk
Vn
1
*k
in
Rk < v , i , t )
—* *—
By exact analogy, a purely inductive n-port or a purely 
capacitive n-port can be characterized in the same form as Equations
(2.6) or (2.7) (however, now the resistive n-port voltage v in Equation
(2.6) and Equation (2^7) becomes the flux 0 for the inductive n-port, 
and the resistive n-port current 1 in Equations (2.6) and (2.7) becomes 
the charge q for the capacitive n-port).
13
For an analytically useful characterization of Equation '(2.6), 
it is necessary to solve for the inductive voltages v ,v and
1  Z K
capacitive currents i 3i in terms of the remaining n vari-K+x k+z n
ables. It is desirable to express Equation (2.7) in vector notation
where
lh = I<AL> -V  t)> (2.8a)
Ac = 1 <AL> t), (2.8b)
Now substitution of the element relationships for the k inductances and 
n-k capacitances yields the dynamical equations for the complete network 
of Figure 2.2:
A t . =  i i i i Æ » * ) » (2.9a)
14
In general, it is usually not possible to form the relations 
of Equation (2.6) for an arbitrary network, much less to express it in the 
form of Equation (2.8). This impossibility arises because, in general, 
the resistances inside the resistive n-port cannot be described analyti­
cally, as shown in the previous section. In fact, even if the elements 
admit of analytical expression, some of these inverses still might not 
exist, in which case, it would still be impossible to obtain Equation (2.6).
15
Indeed, the basic problem which lies at the root of nonlinear network 
analysis is to find suitable ways to analytically characterize a 2- 
terminal element.
11.3 Equivalent Nonlinear Resistive n-port Networks
Equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) of the preceding section show that 
a controlled source, linear or nonlinear, can be considered to be an n- 
port resistive networks. Conversely, an n-port resistive network ex­
pressible in the form of Equation (2.7) is equivalent to an n-port 
containing only controlled sources. In fact, Equations (2.8a) and 
(2.8b) can be synthesized by the n-port shown in Figure 2.3. This 
equivalence is significant in the sense that a physically1-coupled 
resistive network having no electrical coupling between elements can be 
replaced by a physically de-coupled resistive network with electrical 
coupling between elements. As a matter of fact, the network in Figure
2.3 can alternately be represented by a system of totally disconnected 2- 
terminal elements with electrical coupling between elements. The above 
interpretation of equivalent non-linear resistive n-port networks will 
prove very useful in the synthesis of nonlinear resistive n-ports.
II.4 Passive and Active Nonlinear Resistive n-port Networks
An n-port network is said to be passive [3] if and only if it
possesses a positive energy integral,
t
w(t) (2 . 10)
— oO
16
Equivalent Nonlinear Resistive n-port Network
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(throughout this work, only real signals are considered). If a non­
linear resistive n-port is specified in the form of Equations (2.8a)
!
and (2.8b), then the following theorem can be taken as the corresponding 
definition for passivity:
Theorem 2.1: The nonlinear resistive n-port given by
Equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) is passive, if and only if,
Equation (2.11) implies Equation (2.10), so it only remains to show that 
Equation (2.10) implies Equation (2.11). Since Equations (2.8a) and 
(2.8b) are both continuous functions of t, if the hypothesis of Equation 
(2.11) is not satisfied for all t, then there exists at least one point 
(I,.E ,t ) and a number 6 > 0 such that
— T.7— r J  n
( 2 . 11)
Proof: The proof of one part of this theorem is trivial since
Now let the n-port be driven by k current sources of the form
lL (t) - -L'
and
iL (t) = 0 elsewhere
and n-k voltage sources of the form
v (t) = E , —c — c*
and
vc(t) = 0 , elsewhere.
18
Then
t
w(t) = / [fT (iT,v ,t) i + vT g(i ,v ,t)] dt < 0, V t>t
I —  ■— L  ' C  JL C — Li — C O
-O O
Hence, the network is not passive. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2,1 is to be taken as the definition of passivity of 
nonlinear n-port networks„ If a network is not passive, it is called 
an active network.
Corollary 2.1: A 2-terminal nonlinear resistance is passive,
if and only if, its v-i relationship is located only in the first and 
third quadrant.
Proof: For a one-port network, Equation (2,11) reduces to
either
f(i) i > 0 (2.12)
or
g(v) v > 0 (2.13)
for all v and i satisfying the v-i relationship f(i) = v or 
g(v) = i. Clearly, either Equation • (2.12) or Equation (2.13) can be 
satisfied if dnd only if the v-i relationship lies only in the first 
and third quadrant. Q.E.D.
From this corollary, it is clear that a passive nonlinear 
resistance must necessarily pass through the origin. However, the v-i 
relationship may assume any form (including regions of negative 
incremental resistance) provided that the curve is restricted to the
first and third quadrant.
19
IIo5 Nonlinear Network Analysis
Just as in the linear case, the physical basis for non­
linear network analysis is Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws. 
Theoretically, these 2 laws,, together with the specification of element 
relationships are sufficient to solve for the unknown quantities in the 
network. In practice,, however, this is not always the case since the 
possibility for doing so presupposes that all element characteristics 
are "functions" in the sense that at least one (and often both) of the 
2 variables can be expressed as a function of the other variable. Even 
this assumption is not enough, for the network topology further con­
strains which variable in each element is to be the independent variable, 
and, hence, not only must the v-i relationship be a function, but also 
the independent variable for the function must be consistent with that 
required by the given network topology. This inherent difficulty severely 
restricts the class of nonlinear networks that can be handled analytically. 
This work introduces a new approach which greatly enlarges the class of 
nonlinear networks which can be formulated analytically. The following 
chapter gives a complete presentation of the most general analysis thus
far formulated.
20
III«, PAR AMETRIZ AT I ON—  A NEW APPROACH TO NON­
LINEAR ELEMENT CHARACTERIZATION
In the previous section^ it was indicated that in generals 
a time-invariant network element is characterized by a plane curve 
which is not a function., In fact;, even if the network element is char­
acterized by a function^ this function may not be one-to-one^ and^ 
hence an inverse function may not exist. One would not exaggerate in 
saying that the above difficulty is a basic one and is a major obstacle 
to formulating a nonlinear network theory that can handle a general class 
of nonlinear networks. Before any progress can be made,, the network 
problem must be first formulated mathematically. Hence,, the first 
problem that must be solved is that of enlarging the class of nonlinear 
networks which can be characterized mathematically. In order to solve 
this problem^ one must answer the question: Is there any class of
plane curves which are not functions,, but which can be specified in 
"Functional Form” through some mathematical transformation? Fortunately, 
the answer is yes. In fact, there exists a very large class of plane 
curves which admits of such a representation. Among these^for example^ 
are the hysteresis curves which occur quite frequently in practice. It 
will be shown that any curve which can be drawn by a single continuous 
stroke of the pencil is an admissible curve. Such a curve is henceforth 
called a unicursal curve; a term borrowed from the theory of linear 
graphs [4]. The approach used to represent a unicursal curve mathematically 
relies upon a very elementary concept: the idea of parametrically repre­
senting a curve as two functions of a third parameter.
21
111,1 Concept of Parametrization
Given a curve C in a plane,, an ordered pair (w,z) of functions 
of a parameter x is said to be a parametric representation of C when 
both w(x) and z(x) have identical domains D and x 6 D implies the point 
(w(x), z(x)) lies on C„ It is shown in the next section that any 
unicursal curve has a parametric representation,
As a simple example,, consider the well-known "Folium of 
Descartes" given by
3 3w + z 3awz = 0,, (3.1)
which is shown in Figure 3,1, This curve is a unicursal curve, 
but it is not a function. Hence, it is impossible to express w as a 
function of z and vice-versa. However, by using a parametric repre­
sentation, Equation (3,1) can be represented by
3 ax 
1 + x
, 3ax^and z = — —    ,
+ X
(3,2)
where w and z are now functions of the parameter x, which in turn 
happens to be the slope of the straight line z = xw.
In general, a plane curve has many, (in fact, infinitely many) 
parametric representations. For example, the parametric equations
w = r cos 0 and z = r sin 0 (3.3)
and
w = r 1-m
1+m
and z = 2m, 1 1+m
(3,4)
22
Z
Figure 3.1 
Folium of Descartes
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all represent the same circle of radius r. The parameter 0 in Equation 
(3,3) is the polar angle while the parameter m in Equation (3.4) is the 
slope of the line which passes through any point P on the circle and 
the fixed point (-r,0); the equation of this line being z = m(w+r).
For reasons which will become obvious in the sequel,, two sets 
of parametric equations representing the same plane curve are not to 
be distinguished from one another. This statement can be made precise 
by applying the concept of ’’congruent relations" in modern algebra [6] 
to the following definition;
Definition; Congruent Parametric Representation
If w^(x), z^(x) and w2(x), z2(x) are two sets of parametric 
equations describing the same curve; then the two sets of equations 
are said to be a "congruent parametric representation" of the given curve 
and will be denoted by the standard congruencte notation
W  (x) W 2 (x), (3.5)
z 1 (x) = z 2 (x)„ (3.6)
In particular, when the two expressions in Equations (3.5) and (3.6) 
are identical, the congruent relation becomes an ordinary equality.
The discussion above has been centered on the parametric re­
presentation of unicursal plane curves. This concept can be used to 
represent any network element characterized by a unicursal curve, hence­
forth known as a "unicursal element." When the element is time-varying, 
the parametric representation is still valid with t considered to be
another parameter. Geometrically, however, this representation now
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requires a 2“dimensional surface in a 3-dimensional space, which may be 
difficult to visualize» An example which requires time-varying, 
parametric representation is the network shown in Figure 3.2(a). The 
capacitance is linear while the nonlinear resistance is time-varying 
with a circular v-i relationship whose radius varies sinusoidally with 
time, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). This nonlinear resistance can be repre­
sented parametrically as:
and
v(0,t) = (1 + ~ sin w t) cos 0, 2 o *
i(0,t) = 1 + -^ sin w t) sin 0.O
To obtain the equilibrium equation, one takes
1 = -C dv/dt = -dv/dt = -0v/00 • d0/dt = (1+ - sin w t) sin 0 • d0/dt,
cj O
hence, (1 + ^ sin w t) sin q = (l + i sin w t) sin 0 d0/dt, and the z o z o
solution is 0 = t + <p , where Cp is the initial phase angle. The final 
solution is given by v(t) = v(0,t) = (1 + -^  sin w t) cos (t+f), and is 
plbtted in Figure 3.2(c). The voltage v(t) looks like an amplitude
modulated wave. Indeed, if the time-varying resistance is replaced by
2 2 2v + i = (1 + s(t)) , where s(t) is any slowly varying signal, the 
network of Figure 3.2(a) becomes a 2-element amplitude modulator. This 
example may seem too wild as a circular time-varying resistance is at 
present unrealizable. However, it does illustrate how the concept of 
parametric representation can be applied to the formulation of a very 
large class of nonlinear network problems, which until now could not be
Figure 3.2
A 2-element Amplitude Modulator
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handled by any other method. Moreover, the above is an illustration of 
a simple circuit equivalent to an amplitude modulator.
III.2 Arc-length Parametrization of Any Unicursal Curve
It is shown below that any rectifiable [7] unicursal curve 
has a parametric representation, with "arc-length" as the parameter.
Since all conceivable plane curves of engineering interest are recti­
fiable, it is assumed henceforth that all curves are rectifiable. To 
prove that any rectifiable unicursal curve has at least one parametric 
representation, it suffices to exhibit a general method for finding the 
parametric representation with arc-length as the parameter. The procedure 
is as follows:
(1) Let C be any unicursal curve in the w,z plane. Choose 
an arbitrary "initial point" (w o ,zq) on C. This point 
corresponds to s = 0, where s is the arc-length of the 
curve measured from this point.
(2) Choose an arbitrary positive reference direction and
denote it by an arrow along the curve. The arc-length
s measured from (w ,z ) along the positive direction is o' o
taken as positive and the arc-length measured from
(w ,z ) in the opposite direction is taken as negative, o r:o
(3) Since the curve is unicursal, it is clear that there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between each point on 
C and each value of s. Hence, each point P on C may be 
visualized as having been labelled with a real number
+
If the curve intersects itself k-times at a point P, then P is to be 
interpreted as k distinct points.
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corresponding to the length of the curve from (w , z ) too o
P. Because the correspondence is one-to-one, it is 
possible to plot z and w, each as a function of s. This 
construction procedure shows that w(s) and z(s) are both 
functions of the arc-length s and, hence, they re­
present the desired parametric representation of the 
curve C. Observe that if C is a closed curve, then w(s)and 
z(s) are periodic functions of s, with the period equal 
to the perimeter of the closed curve.
Although the procedure given above is a rather tedious one, 
it is by far the most general method of representing any unicursal curve 
in functional form. As is shown in the sequel, even if a curve is already 
given in functional form, it may still be desirable to convert it into 
parametric form. In this case, the parametric representation can be 
obtained directly as follows:
(1) Choose an initial point (w ,z ) on C and a positiveo' o
reference direction.
(2) Solve for w in terms of s from
s 1 + (dz/dw) dw. (3.7)
w
(3) Solve for z in terms of s either from
= / V1 + (dw/dz) dz, (3.8)
or by substituting w(s) directly into the given function.
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Since the choice of the initial point (w , z ) as well as theo' o
choice of a positive direction, is entirely arbitrary, the same curve 
C has infinitely many distinct parametric representations, each one 
corresponding to a particular initial point. This property is valuable 
because by an intelligent choice of the initial point, one can in many 
cases, obtain a more desirable parametric expression than for others.
The freedom in choice of an initial point is used later to insure that 
the determinant of some expressions involving w(&) and z(s) can be made 
nonzero for certain ranges of values by merely choosing a suitable para­
metric representation. In fact, an interesting problem would be to 
find criteria for the best choice of the initial point.
III.3 Properties of Arc-length Parametrization
Aside from the fact that arc-length is a very general parar 
meter which one can choose, there are many other nice properties relat­
ing the parameter arc-length and the corresponding parametric representa­
tion. In the following, it is assumed that f(w,z) = 0 is any unicursal 
curve C with w(s) = 0 and z(s) = 0 as its parametric equations. The 
following properties can be stated:
Property 1:
The parametric equations are related by
(dw/ds)2 + (dz/ds)2 = 1  (3.9)
at all points where the derivatives exist.
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Proof:
ing both sides by
2 2 2 Since (ds) = (dw) + (dz) ,
2
(ds) , the desired relation,
one obtains upon divid- 
Equation (3.9). Q.E.D.
Property 2:
Any curve is completely specified by only one parametric 
equation and one point (wp,z^) on C. In particular, w(s) is completely 
determined from z(s) and one point on C; z(s) is completely determined 
from w(s) and one point on C.
Proof: From Equation (3.9), one obtains
w ___________
w(s) (dz/ds)2 ds + wP} (3.10a)
and wP
2(dw/ds) ds + z .P Q.E.D. (3.10b)
z
Property 3 : p
The absolute value of the slope of each of the parametric 
curves z(s) and w(s) is bounded by 1. Geometrically, this property 
asserts that any parametric curve must be trapped within the two straight 
lines of slope +1 passing through any point on the curve.
Proof: Equation (3.9) implies
dz/ds < 1 and dw/ds < 1. Q.E.D.
Property 4:
Any parametric equation satisfies a Lipschitz condition [7] 
in the entire parametric plane.
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Proof: Property 3 implies
z (s 2> - z ( s 1>
s - s 2 1
< 1, v s; hence,
z(s ) - z(s-) < s - s implies z(s) satisfies a Lipschitz condition
^ 1 I —  I ^  -L |
in the entire parametric plane. Similarly, w(s) also satisfies the same 
property. Q.E.D.
Property 5 :
(1) dz/ds = 0 if and only if dz/dw = 0.
(2) dw/ds = 0 if and only if dz/dw = °°.
Proof: From dz/ds = dz/dw • dw/ds, it follows that dz/ds =
0 implies dz/dw = 0 since dz/ds and dw/ds cannot equal zero simul­
taneously (Property 1). Conversely, dz/dw = 0 implies dz/ds = 0
since dw/ds) < 1 (Property 3). If one rotates the curve by 180 degrees,
it is clear that dw/ds = 0 if and only if dz/dw =<*>. Q.E.D.
Property 6 :
z(s) and w(s) are piecewise-linear if and only if the curve 
f(w,z) = 0 is piecewise-linear.
Proof: Suppose f(w,z) = 0 is linear, i.e., z = a w + b, where
a and b are any constants, then from Equation (3.7),
=J~yJl + a2 dw =~^/l + a2 ** (w - w ),
or w(s) = | 1/^1+a* | s + w q, which implies w(s) is linear. Similarly, 
z(s) is linear. Conversely, if z(s) and w(s) are linear, then the 
parameter s can be eliminated from w(s) and z(s), giving f(w,z) = 0 
which must also be linear. Now suppose f(w,z) = 0 is piecewise-linear,
3
and let (w ,z ) be any breakpoint of f(w,z) = 0. Then, a' a
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(dz/dw) - / (dz/dw) + and (dw/dz) - / (dw/dz) + ,w w z z 7a a a a
but dz/ds = dz/dw*dw/ds and dw/ds = dw/dz«dzds; hence, (dz/ds) - /
sa
(dz/ds) + and (dw/ds) - / (dw/ds) + f which implies z(s) and w(s) ares s sa a a
piecewise-linear„ The converse follows identically. Q.E.D.
Property 7:
w(s) and z(s) are periodic functions of s if and only if f(w,z) 
= 0 is a closed curve.
Proof: This property follows directly from the construction
procedure given in Section III.2.
This section is concluded in the derivation of an expression 
which serves as a measure of the rapidity with which a curve or its 
tangent line is turning at a given point on the curve f(w,z) = 0. This 
measure is known as the curvature k at a point [7] on the curve and is 
defined to be the absolute value of the rate of changeof the angle 0 made 
by the tangent line with the horizontal axis. The desired expression for 
k is stated as Property 8.
Property 8 :
The curvature k of f(w,z) = 0 at any point (w,z) is given by
k =\l( d2w/ds2)2 + (d2z/ds2)2. (3.11)
Proof
k = jd0/ds J =~\J(dQ/ds)2 = ^ (dQ/ds)2 (cos20 + sin20) 
= ^ J(cos 0 d0/ds)2 + (-sin 0 d0/ds)2,
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but
and
hence,
2 2dw/ds = cos 0, d w/ds = -sin 0 d0/ds,
2 2dz/ds = sin 0, d z/ds = cos 0 d0/ds,
4 'k = \l( d2w/ds2)2 + (d2w/ds2)2
Q.E.D.
Standing Assumption
Because of its great generality, in what follows (unless other­
wise stated), the parametric representation for any curve is always 
understood to be the arc-length.
III.4 The Index of a Unicursal Curve
As defined earlier, any plane curve is said to be a unicursal 
curve if the "entire" curve can be traced with a pencil (starting from 
if necessary) in one continuous stroke without lifting the pencil at 
any intermediate point. Clearly, every unicursal curve must be connected, 
but not every connected curve is unicursal. Since in general, only 
unicursal curves will be considered in the remainder of this work,, and 
in order to avoid repeating the adjective "unicursal", any unicursal 
curve is henceforth referred to simply as a curve. In particular, if the 
curve is closed, it is called a "closed curve", otherwise, it is under­
stood to be an open curve. It has been found very useful to classify 
the very large class of unicursal curves into subclasses having certain 
common properties. This common property is expressed in terms of the "in­
dex" of the curve, to be defined after a few preliminary definitions are
given.
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Definition 1: 0 - Point
A point P on a curve is defined to be an 0-point if either
(1) P is a proper maximum or minimum [8], or
(2) P is an improper maximum or minimum with the 
additional property that the curve in the neighborhood 
of P is either "convex” downward or "concave" upward.
For example, among the points marked in Figure 3.3, the 0-points are 
a,c,d,f,g,h, and i. Observe that not all 0-points have zero slope and 
vice-versa. In particular, points b and e are not 0-points although 
they have zero slope,and points d and f are 0-points even though their 
slopes are undefined. Moreover, observe that while point e is an 
"improper maximum", it is not an 0-point because it does not satisfy 
the additional condition required by the above definition.
Definition 2 : °o-Point
A point Q on a curve is defined to ba an qo-Point if it is an 
0-point when the curve is rotated by 180 degrees.
For example, among the points marked in Figure 3.4, the oo- 
points are a,c,d,f,g,h,i, and j. Observe that not all oo-points have 
infinite slope and vice-versa. In particular, points b and e are not co- 
points although their slopes are infinite,and points d and f are °o-points 
even though their slopes are undefined. Moreover, point e is not an 
oo-point for the same reason given in the preceding example.
cFigure 3.3
Example Illustrating 0-Points on A Curve
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Figure 3.4
Example Illustrating OQ-Points on A Curve
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Definition 3 ; Index of a Curve
Given any curve (or closed curve) C, the "INDEX OF C" is de­
fined to be the ordered pair of integers (m^n), where m = number of 
oo-points (all oo-points which form a connected subset [7] in the plane 
are counted only as one point), and n = number of O-points (all 0- 
points which form a connected subset in the plane are counted only as 
one point).
For example, the curve of Figure 3.5 has index (4,6) since 
there are 4 oo-points (a,b,c,d) and 6 0-points (1,2,3,4,5,6). If the 
curve C is periodic, then the index of C is defined only over one period 
of C, for otherwise, either m or n becomes infinite.
With the above notation, a curve of index (m,n) becomes one
with index (n,m) upon an interchange of the dependent and independent
variables. In order to avoid such ambiguity, a subscript denoting the
"independent variable" is attached to the right of the index (m,n) and
a superscript denoting the "dependent variable" is attached to the left
of the index (m,n). Hence, the notation Z(m,n) denotes a curve of index
w
(m,n) when the independent variable is w and the dependent variable is z. 
With this new notation,
curve.
versa.
Z (m,n) W (n,m)9 w 9 z
(3.12)
If a curve is a one-to-one function, it is called a one-to- one
Clearly, a one-to-one curve has an index (0,0) , and vice-; w
Since a one-to-one curve may be either monotone-increasing
(positive slope), or monotone decreasing (negative slope), it is convenient
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Figure 3.5
Example Illustrating the Index of A Curve
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to have a notation to distinguish between these two possibilities» For
z +this purpose, the notation (0,0)w denotes a monotone increasing 
function while the notation Z (0,0)~ denotes a monotone decreasing 
function»
The following theorems relating the index of a curve and the 
index of its parametric representation are easily shown to be true:
Theorem 3»1: f(w,z) = 0 is a curve of index (m^n)^ if and
only if the following properties of its parametric representation hold:
(1) w = w(s) has index W (0,m) , andO
2
(2) z = z(s) has index (0,n) .s
Proof: The construction procedure in Section III,2 shows that
w(s) and z(s) are functions, and hence the first integer of each index 
must be zero. The second integer in the index of w(s) clearly does not 
depend on how z varies and is equal to the number of oo-points of the 
curve, which is given by m, Similarly, the second integer in the index 
of z(s) clearly does not depend on how w varies and is equal to the number 
of 0-points of the curve, which is given by n. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.2: Let f(w,z) = 0 be a curve of index Z(m,n>w .
Then its parametric representation w = w(s) is a one-to-one curve if and 
only if m = 0; z = z(s) is a one-to-one curve if and only if n = 0; and 
in particular, both w = w(s) and z = z(s) are one-to-one curves if and 
only if f(w,z) = 0 is a one-to-one curve.
Proof: The proof of this theorem follows immediately from
Theorem 3.1 and the definition of a one-to-one curve.
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zTheorem 3„3: Let f(w.z) = 0 be a curve of index (m,n) and— ---------  ’ w
let its parametric representation w = w(s) and z = z(s) be approximated 
by polynomials. In order for the '’approximated’' curve to have the 
same index as the original curve? it is necessary that the degree of 
w(s) be greater than m and the degree of z(s) be greater than n.
Proof: From Theorem 3.1, w(s) is of index w (oom) implies- 3 g
the parametric curve w(s) has exactly m O-points. This implies the 
polynomial approximating w(s) has at least m stationary points, i.e.^ , 
w'(s) has at least m zeros» This is possible only if the degree of the 
approximating polynomial w(s) is at least m+1. Similarly,, the degree of 
the approximating polynomial z(s) must be at least n+1. Q.E.D.
The theorems above are stated with arc-length as the parameter. 
In particular3 Theorem 3.2 asserts that in order for w(s) and z(s) to be 
a one-to-one curve; it is necessary and sufficient that f(w^z) = 0 be a 
one-to-one curve. An important question is whether this assertion re­
mains valid if s is any arbitrary parameter other than the arc-length.
The answer to this question turns out to be yes^ and is stated more 
precisely in the following two theorems.
Theorem 3.4; Let the curve C be a subset of the cartesian 
product [7] RxR,, i.e0; C CL R x R5 where R is the set of all real 
numbers. If a at least 2 points
(w 9z ) € C and (w sz, ) 6 C,aJ a a* b 3
then a no continuous parametric representation w(x)j, z(x) of C such
that w(x) is a one-to-one curve.
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Proof: Let wCx)^ z(x) be a parametric representation for the
curve C. Consider any compact interval I = [x ,x ] such that
( z: za < z < zb ] c  z(I>.
Now,, since the mapping is continuous9 3 x € I and x € I? x ^ x 9
O.  u  E D
such that z(x ) = z and z(x. ) = z, , Hence, w(x ) = w and w(x, ) =a a b b 3 a a b
w a which implies that w(x) is not a one-to-one curve» Q»E»D0a
Theorem 3.5° Let C C R  x  R. if a at least two points (w . z )■—  --- - --- — a a
6 C and (w^5z_) € C^ then a no continuous parametric representation w(x),D 3» ' 1 --—
z(x) of C such that z(x) is a one-to-one curve.
Proof; The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 „4,, 
and hence is omitted here.
Observe that Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are valid only for the class 
of continuous parametrization functions. It is conceivable that if one 
is willing to admit discontinuous parametrization functions as well^ 
then it is possible to find a parjamQtrization function having the property 
stated in the theorem; however^, the type of discontinuity would have to 
be quite wild and hence is of no use for engineering purposes. Theorems
3.4 and 3.5 are significant in the sense that they are actually 
existence theorems. They save one from the trouble of hunting for other 
one-to-one parametric equations representing a curve which is not one-to- 
one,, for the theorems assert that there does not exist any such representa­
tion.
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III. 5 Parametric Representation of Piecewise-ljnear Curves
In the following,, the results of the previous sections are 
applied to find the parametric representation of an important subclass 
of unicursal curves^ namely,, the class of piecewise-linear curves.
An actual example is then given to illustrate the procedure as well as 
to give a better understanding of the properties and theorems stated 
in Sections III.2 to III.4.
Let f(w^z) = 0 be a piecewise-linear curve. By Property 6 
of Section III.3,, it follows that w(s) and z(s) are also piecewise- 
linear. One method of specifying a piecewise-linear curve is by 
enumerating the set of breakpoints plus two extra points9 one on each of 
the two end segments. If arc-length is now taken to be the parameter,, 
the procedure in Section III.2 can be applied to locate the breakpoints 
of the corresponding parametric representation. The following simple 
procedure gives the set of breakpoints for w(s) and z(s) in terms of 
the set of breakpoints for fCw^z) - 0:
(1) Choose any breakpoint (say the one nearest the origin) 
of the given curve as the initial point. Label this 
point as Breakpoint-(0). Choose an arbitrary positive 
direction and label all breakpoints in the positive 
direction by positive integers 1,2,...^,..,. Call these 
breakpoints the "Positive Breakpoints." Similarly,, 
label all breakpoints in the negative direction by 
negative integers -1^-2^. „. ^-k,, ...} . Call these break­
points the "Negative Breakpoints."
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(2) Assign a real number to each piecewise-linear segment
equal to the length of the corresponding segment. This 
number being positive for lengths associated with positive
breakpoints (denote these lengths by 1,19 *9 ° ’ m*1*2
and negative for lengths associated with negative break­
points (denote these lengths by 1 r .,,1
JL “ Z “ K
(3) Let the coordinates of Breakpoint-(P) be (w ,z ), andP P 9
the coordinates of Breakpoint -(-Q) be (w ^,z ); then
the breakpoints of w(s) and z(s) are given by Table 3,1,
Breakpoint Coordinates of Breakpoints
w(s) z (s)
(0) < ° * V (°iZo)
(k) (1k » V (1^ zk>
(-k) (1-k^w-k) (1.*'“-k>
where 1’ =
k
£ 1 „ 
j =i J
and.
k
£
j=l
Table 3„1
(4) The piecewise-linear parametric curves are then plotted
by connecting all breakpoints in their order and extending 
the two end segments to + 00 0
An illustrative example is given in Figure 3,6, Observe that
( 0 . 8 )the given curve has index z,^ ON } while the parametric curve w(s) hasw
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Figure 3.6
Parametric Representation of A Piecewise-linear Curve
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w zindex (0,6) and the parametric curve z(s) has index (0,8) , boths *
of which are in agreement with the results of Theorem 3,1,
III.6 Criteria For a Curve to Be Unicursal
If a connected curve does not cross itself, it is clearly 
unicursal. However, if a curve crosses itself, then it may or may 
not be unicursal. In general, if a curve is complicated, one has to 
trace all possible paths before a conclusion of its unicursality may 
be assertained. Since the requirement that a curve be unicursal plays 
a central role in this work, and since simple series or parallel com­
bination of unicursal network elements need not be unicursal, it is 
of utmost importance to derive simple criteria to test for a unicursal 
curve.
Definition 1: Node of a Curve
A point where a curve crosses itself is defined to be a 
node of the curve.
Definition 2 ; Even and Odd Node
A node is said to be an even (odd) node if the number of lines 
cut by every arbitrarily small circle about the node is even (odd).
Definition 3 : End-Node
A point where a curve terminates is defined to be an end-node, 
and is considered to be an odd node. In particular, if a portion of the 
curve extends through infinity, then the corresponding point-at-infinity
is to be considered as an odd node.
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For example, node a shown in Figure 3„7(a) is an even node 
while node b shown in Figure 3 „7(b) is an odd node. Moreover., the curve 
in Figure 3.7(a) has 2 odd nodes at infinity whereas the curve in 
Figure 3 „7(b) has only one odd node at infinity.
Theorem 3„6? A closed curve is unicursal if and only if
(1) it is connected,, and
(2) either there are no odd nodes or there are exactly "two" 
odd nodes„ In the latter case, the tracing must start at 
one odd node and terminate at the other.
Proof: To prove this theorem,, identify each line cut by the
circle about each node as an ’edge" of a linear graph and identify each 
node with a "vertice" of a linear graph. Then clearly,, there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between the closed curve and the corresponding 
linear graph. By a well known theorem of Combinatorial Topology [4], a 
linear graph is unicursal if and only if
(1) it is connected^, and
(2) either there are no odd vertices, or there are exactly
"two” odd vertices„ In the latter case, the tracing
(
must start at one odd vertice and terminate at the other. 
Hence,, Theorem 3.6 is proved in view of the isomorphism 
[6] between the curve and the linear graph. Q„E„D„
Theorem 3„7; An open curve is unicursal if and only if
(1) it is connected, and
(2) the two end-nodes are the only odd nodes.
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Figure 3.7
Examples Illustrating the Even and Odd Nodes of A Curve
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Proof; In order to trace an open unicursal curve, it is 
necessary to start at one-end node (which may be at -bo) and terminate 
at the other end-node (which may be at -too) , Now consider the equivalent 
problem of determining the unicursality of a closed curve” obtained by 
joining the two end-nodes of the given ’open curve" by an edge with the 
additional condition that any tracing path must necessarily start at 
one of the two end-nodes and terminate at the other. Observe that the 
two end-nodes,, being connected to the fictitious edge, are now even nodes. 
Since the curve is now closed, Theorem 3,6 can be applied. Of the two 
alternate conditions in Theorem 3,6, the latter requires that there be 
exactly two odd nodes with the additional requirement that the tracing 
must start at an odd node and terminate at the other. But this additional 
requirement cannot be satisfied in the closed curve under consideration 
because the two end-nodes are constrained earlier to be the starting and 
terminal nodes, respectively (and these two nodes are now even nodes). 
Hence, only the first condition is applicable, namely, that the closed 
curve should have no odd nodes, or equivalently, the original open 
curve should have no odd nodes other than the two end nodes, Q,E.D.
As an illustrative example, consider Figures 3,7 (c), (d), 
and (e). The curve in Figure 3,7(c) has 4 odd nodes and hence is not 
unicursal. The curve in Figure 3,7(d) has exactly two odd nodes and 
hence is unicursal. The curve in Figure 3.7(e) has also exactly two 
odd nodes and hence is unicursal. The fact that this curve is unicursal 
is not obvious at all by inspection. This situation makes Theorem 3 0Q 
valuable. In fact, this theorem says more, namely, that in order to
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trace this curve in one continuous stroke, one must start either at 
node 2 and terminate at node 4 or start at node 4 and terminate at 
node 2» There are no other paths. Theoretically, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7
N\
are important in proving many theorems on the nature of composite 
curves, an instance of which is given in the sequel.
III.7 Parametric Representation of 2-Terminal Nonlinear,, Time-invariant 
Elements
Any 2-terminal nonlinear element with a unicursal characteristic 
can now be represented analytically by 2 parametric equations. In the 
following, x is an arbitrary parameter, although in many cases, where 
no other parametrization is possible, x has to be taken as the arc-length. 
Nonlinear Resistance
The v-i characteristic f(v,i) = 0 is now given by
v = v(x), (3.13a)
and
i = i(x). (3.13b)
Nonlinear Inductance
The 0-i characteristic g(0,i) = 0 is now given by
0 = 0(x), (3.14a)
1 = i(x), (3.14b)
and
v = d0/dx « dx/dt =  L(x) * dx/dt, (3.14c)
where
L(x) = d0/dx. (3.14d)
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Nonlinear Capacitance
The v-q characteristic h(v,q) = 0 is now given by
and
where
v = v(x), (3.15a)
q = q(x), (3.15b)
i = dq/dx » dx/dt = C(x)° dx/dt, (3.15c)
C(x) = dq/dx. (3.15d)
In recent years, the concept of "state function" [5] has been 
applied to nonlinear networks and many interesting results have been 
obtained. The important state functions which have been defined are the 
"content” and "co-content" of a resistance, the "magnetic energy" and 
"magnetic co-energy" of an inductance, and the "electric energy" and 
"electric co-energy" of a capacitance. Previously,, each pair of state 
functions could be defined for an element only if the element char­
acteristic curve were of index (0,0). This condition has greatly re­
stricted the class of nonlinear networks which could be analyzed by the 
state function approach. The present parametric approach makes it 
possible to define a pair of state functions for any unicursal element. 
In order to do this, it is necessary to consider the parameter x as the 
arc-length and to use the theory of "Stieltjes-integral" [7] rather than
the more familiar Riemann-integral »
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Generalized State Functions for Resistance
Let the v-i characteristic of a resistance R be specified 
by any unicursal curve f(v,i) = 0. Then one defines the content and 
co-content of R from the points (vlj)i1) to (v0,i0) on the curve to be 
given respectively by
G d i(x),
x1
(3.16)
and
G* d v(x), (3.17)
where G is the content and G* is the co-content, x^ is the arc-length 
at (v ,i ) and x is the arc-length at (v ,i )„ Observe that the 
integrals in Equations (3.16) and (3.17) are Stieltjes-integrals„ A 
very useful relationship exists between the two state functions, namely,
G + G* = v(x2) i(x2> “ v(xx) K x ^ o (3.18)
The above relationship follows immediately from the well known 
"integration-by-part" theorem [7] for Stieljes-integrals. For the 
special case when the characteristic curve is of index (0,0) , and 
v(x^ iix^) = 0, the relation of Equation (3.18) becomes the familiar 
"Legendre Transformation ’ [5]. Observe that if R is of index V (0,nK, 
then Equation (3.18) becomes
i
G* = v(i2) i2 ‘ V(il) il v (i ) di .19)
where the last integral is an ordi-nary Riemann-integral. Similarly, if
R is of index i ' N(°>n), 9 then Equation (3.18) becomes
511/
G = i2(v2) V2 ' 11(V1> ' / 1i(v) dv^ (3 o20)
where the last integral is an ordinary Riemann-integral
Generalized State Function for Inductance
Let the 0-i characteristic of an inductance L be specified 
by any unicursal curve g(0,i) =0. Then one defines the magnetic- 
energy and magnetic co-energy from the points ( 0 * 1 )  to (0 i ) on the
X JL Z  Z
curve to be given respectively by
x.
Wm = / i(x) d0(x)3
and x1 x.
- /W* = / 0(x) di (x) f m * J
(3.21)
(3.22)
where Wm is the magnetic energy and W* is the magnetic co-energy; x1
is the arc-length at (0 ,i ) and x is the arc-length at (0o,io). Thex j .  Z 27 2
"analog" of Equation (3.18) is
Wm + W* = i(x2) 0(x2) - i(Xl) 0(xx) . (3.23)
If L is of index (0;n)^ then Equation (3.23) becomes
0,
W* = 1(0 ) 0 - i(0 ) 0m 2 2 1
0
■ - /
i(0) d0.
0.
(3.24)
Similarly, if L is of index (O^n)^ then Equation (3.23) becomes
1
Wm = 0(i2) ig - 0(i1) ±1 - J  0(i) di (3.25)
Observe that the integrals in Equations (3.24) and (3.25) are ordinary
Riemann-integrals„
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Generalized State Function for Capacitance
Let the v-q characteristic of a capacitance C be specified 
by an unicursal curve h(v,q) =0. The one defines the electric-energy 
and electric co-energy from the points ( v ^ q ^  to (v2,q2) on the curve to 
be given respectively by
and
dq(x), (3.26)
(3.27)
where is the electric energy and W* is the electric-co-energy; x^ 
is the arc-length at (v^q^) and x2 is the arc-length at (v^9q ).
The ’'analog" of Equation (3.18) is
W + W* = v(x2) q(x2) - v(xx) q(x1) (3.28)
If C is of index (0,n) , then Equation (3.28) becomes
‘2
We = V q^2  ^ q 2 ” v q^i^ q! ~ J v (q) dq. (3.29)
Similarly, if C is of index q(0,n) , then Equation (3.28) becomes
We = q(v2} V2 q (vl) v1 dv. (3.30)
Observe that the integrals in Equations (3.29) and (3.30) are ordinary 
Riemann-int egrals.
The above generalizations of "content" and "co-content" as 
well as "energy" and "co-energy" have important applications. For 
example, Equations (3.25) and (3.30) are used in Chapter VI to define
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the energy in an inductance of index ^(0,n)± and a capacitance of index 
q (0,n)v „ The significance of Equations (3.25) and (3.30) in this case 
is that while Wm and Wg are not defined by an ordinary Riemann-integral, 
they can be defined through their co-energies, which are given by an 
ordinary Riemann-integral. Observe also that if an element is char­
acterized by a hysteresis (closed) curve, Equations (3.21) and (3.26) 
when integrated over one cycle of the curve (or one period of the para­
metric equation) represent the energy dissipated as heat in the in­
ductance and capacitance respectively. This interpretation is by far 
the most rigorous and elegant way to explain and compute quantitatively 
the magnetic energy loss in a ferro-magnetic medium such as in the iron 
core of a nonlinear inductance; or the electric energy loss in a ferro­
electric medium such as the barium-titanate di-electric of a nonlinear 
capacitance.
III.8 Some Theorems on the Composite Characteristic of Networks 
Containing 2-terminal Nonlinear, Time-invariant Elements
In a network of linear elements, it is usually useful to find 
the composite characteristic of the entire network from a pair of terminals 
known as the driving point. This concept can be extended to the non­
linear case, but the composite characteristic may not be as useful as in 
the linear networks because it is easily seen that the composite char- 
acteristic of a set of nonlinear resistances each with unicursal char­
acteristic is not unicursal in general. In fact, it may be even dis­
connected [l]. It is useful, therefore, to know under what conditions
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can one be sure that the composite characteristic is also unicursal.
This important question is partially answered by the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.8; The composite characteristic of any network con­
taining only resistances (inductances, capacitances) of index V (090)+
+ * i
( (0,0)^, (0,0) ) has the same index as the individual elements.
Proof: It suffices to prove the theorem for the resistive
case only. It is well known that any nonlinear resistance of index 
(0,0) can be synthesized (to within any degree of accuracy) by a net­
work containing only ideal diodes, constant sources, and positive, linear 
resistances [1]. Hence, any network containing only resistances of 
index (0,0)* can be synthesized by a network containing only ideal 
diodes, constant sources and positive linear resistances. Now, consider 
any driving point of the equivalent diode network. The incremental re­
sistance across the driving point at any value of driving point voltage 
v q is simply the Thevenin equivalent resistance of the linear network 
obtained by replacing each diode by an open or short circuit depending on 
the state of the diode corresponding to the particular voltage v . But 
all the resistances in the resulting linear network are positive, hence 
the Thevenin equivalent resistance is positive. Since v q is arbitrary, 
the above property must be true for any driving-point voltage v, hence, 
the incremental resistance of the equivalent network is always positive. 
This implies that the composite characteristic of the original network
Q.E.D.is of index V (0,0)+
Theorem 3.9: The composite characteristic of any network con­
taining only resistances (inductances, capacitances) of index V (0.0)“
9 i
a.yj " " V  ”( (0,0)q) has the same index as the individual elements
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Proof; The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.8, and hence is omitted.
From a well known theorem by Weistrass [9], any function can 
be uniformly approximated by a polynomial over an arbitrarily large 
interval [a,b]. Hence, without loss of generality, it is assumed in the
■j- r_
following two theorems that the element characteristic of the j re­
sistance (inductance, capacitance) is approximated by a polynomial p^ of 
degree m ..
Theorem 3.10: The composite characteristic of n resistances
(inductances, capacitances) of index (0,k.) ( (0,k.)„, q(0.k ) )
9 J v 9 3 0* 3 j vi i n
in parallel is of index (0,K)v ( (0,K) , q(0,K)v), where 0 < K < max
j=lhi - i
Proof s The first integer in the index of the composite char­
acteristic is clearly 0 since the sum of any number of functions is again
a function. To prove the second integer is given by K, observe that the
sum of n-polynomials of degrees m ,m ,...,m respectively is a polynomiali z n
p of degree m, where
m < max : j =1,2,. „., nj.
Hence p' is a polynomial of degree m-1 which implies that p can have 
at most m-1 stationary points. But every polynomial has continuous deriva­
tives [7] of every order, and hence the upper bound for the second integer 
of the index for polynomial p is K = m-1. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.11: The composite characteristic of n resistances
01(inductances, capacitances) of index (0,k.)„ T (0,k )., v (0,k ) ) in
3 i J i  j q  —
is of index V (0,K) r(0,K) . , V (0.K) ) where 0 < K < max ( m \ - 1
i i o -
series
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Proof: The proof of this theorm is similar to the proof
of Theorem 3.10, and hence is omitted.
Theorem 3.12: A necessary and sufficient condition for the
composite characteristic of n resistances (inductances, capacitances) of 
index (0,^)^ ( (0,^)^, (0,k^)^) in parallel to have index V (m,K)^,
0 v n( (m,K)^, (m,K) ), where K = £ k. and m > 0 is: whenever any
j = l  3
horizontal line v=constant (0=.-constant, v=constant) intersects the char­
acteristic curve of the j resistance (inductance, capacitance) at more 
than one point, the same line must intersect all other resistances 
(inductances, capacitances) at exactly one point.
Proof: The following is a proof for the case of the resistive
network only. The proof for the inductive or capacitive network is 
similar, and hence is omitted.
Since the resistances are in parallel, for each voltage 
v = va= constant, the composite characteristic is obtained by adding 
the current coordinates of each resistance corresponding to v = v . If
more than one current corrdinate exists for v — v in each resistancea >
then, the addition must be performed over all possible combinations of
the current coordinates at v = v^ in each resistance. In general, if
resistance R has m current coordinates corresponding to v = v then 
J  J  a *
the composite curve must have m ^^m^m^ .., ;m^ current coordinates at
v = v . However, if each horizontal line v = v which intersects a curve a. a
at b points (b>l) intersects all other curves at only one point, then 
m1,m2,...,mj,mj+i,...,mn = (1) (1) .,„(1) (b) (1) ... (1 ) = b, hence the 
composite curve has also b points of intersection with the line v = va ’
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Moreover, since each curve is continuous, there exists an open interval 
S = (vM,v*) such that for each v 6 S , there corresponds b points on 
the composite curve. Hence there exists a one-to-one correspondence be­
tween points of R and the composite curve on S . Observe that if the end-3 3
points v", v ’ are finite, then they must be extremum points of R , and 
hence must also be extremum points of the composite curve because of the 
one-to-one correspondence between R and the composite curve on S . In3* —  a,
general, when there are n resistances, each of index V(0,k.)^, satisfying
the hypothesis above, then there exists K = Z k. disjoint sets
j =i
S ,S , ...,S , where each S. is as defined above. Hence in general, the 
composite curve contains exactly K extremum points, which implies that 
its index is (m,K) . The above argument proves the sufficiency part 
of the theorem concerning the integer K. Conversely, if the composite 
curve has index V (m,K)^, then if one reverses the above arguments, it is 
clear that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.12 must be satisfied. Hence the 
necessity part of the theorem concerning the integer K is also proved.
It remains to prove that m > 0, It is easy to construct examples showing 
m is, in general, different from zero. Furthermore, from the above 
argument, it is clear that nothing definite can be said of the first 
integer m except that it may take any value greater than or equal to 
zero depending entirely on the individual element characteristic. Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.13: A necessary and sufficient condition for the
composite characteristic of n resistances (inductances, capacitances) of 
index 1(0,kj)v (1(0,kj)^, q(0,kj>v> in series to have index 1(m,K>v
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n
( (mfK)ÿ3 q(m,K)v), where K - Z k„ and m > 0 is: whenever any
V j=l J
horizontal line i=constant (i=constant, q=constant) intersects the
t hcharacteristic curve of the j resistance (inductance, capacitances) at 
more than one point, the same line must intersect all other resistances 
(inductances, capacitances) at exactly one point.
Proof : The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of
Theorem 3.12, and hence is omitted.
Theorem 3„14; The composite characteristic of 2 identical
v 0resistances (inductances, capacitances) of index (0,n)^ ( (0,n)^, 
v (0,n)^) in parallel is not unicursal if and only if n > 1.
Proof: It suffices to prove this theorem for the case of
resistive networks only. Theorems 3 C8 and 3.9 imply n > 1. Hence, it 
only remains to prove the sufficiency. Without loss of generality, let 
the curve be approximated by piecewise-linear segments. Since n > 1, 
the curve has at least one extremum. Moreover, since the 2 resistances 
are identical, the composite curve due to the part of the given curve in 
the vicinity of the extremum is simply obtained by adding the current 
coordinates of the 2 piecewise-linear segments joining the extremum.
The resulting piecewise-linear curve is shown in Figure 3.8. Observe 
that the extremum of the composite curve is an "odd" node, which together 
with the two end-nodes (not to mention the other nodes in the composite 
curve which may also be odd) constitute at least 3 odd nodes. Hence by 
Theorem 3.7, the composite characteristic is not unicursal. Q.E.D,
Theorem 3.15: The composite characteristic of 2 identical re-
i i qsistapces (inductances, capacitances) of index (0,n) ( (0,n)_,, (0,n) )
V 7 \0* * V
in series is not unicursal if and only if n > 1.
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V
Figure 3.8
Composite Characteristic of 2 Identical 
Nonlinear Resistances in Parallel
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Proof; The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.14^ and hence is omitted.
Examples
Figure 3.9(a) shows the composite characteristic of 2 distinct 
tunnel diodes in series. The hypothesis of Theorem 3„13 is satisfied,, 
hence^ since each tunnel diode has index 1(0i2)v  ^ the composite char­
acteristic must be of index X(0,4) ,* v
Figure 3 „9(b) shows the composite characteristic of 2 identical 
tunnel diodes in series. Since the index of the tunnel diode is x(0,2)-------------------- - 3 y 3
the composite characteristic is not unicursal by Theorem 3.15.
Figure 3.9(c) shows the composite characteristic of 2 distinct 
tunnel diodes in series which violate the hypothesis of Theorem 3,13.
The composite curve is still unicursal since there are only two odd 
nodes, namely, the end nodes. Observe that the index is 1(0„8) l> v
Figure 3.9(d) shows the composite characteristic of a resistance
of index 1(0,2) in series with another resistance of index 1(2,0) .v — ------- - * v
The composite curve is seen to have an index 1(8s2)l
Figure 3.9
Composite Characteristic of 2 Nonlinear Elements in Series
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IV, PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF TIME-INVARIANT,, NONLINEAR NETWORKS
The preceding chapters develop the mathematical theory re­
quired to characterize any unicursal9 nonlinear resistance, inductance 
and capacitance» The properties and theorems presented there are mainly 
slanted toward characterizing a nonlinear network from a black box 
point of view» In the present chapter,, the emphasis is shifted to de­
termining the current and voltage distributions in the network, as well 
as investigating other related topics, all of which may be grouped under 
the general heading of ''Nonlinear Network Analysis",
No matter what approach one takes, network analysis is 
accomplished by solving a set of equations obtained partly from the 
topology of the network and partly from the characteristics of the net­
work elements. In the case of linear networks, the resulting set of 
equations is linear, and hence many powerful mathematical tools are 
available and many useful theorems concerning the network can be formu­
lated. However, in the case of nonlinear networks, only those theorems 
which pertain strictly to the topology of the network remain valid. Hence 
so far, very little progress has been made in the analysis of general 
nonlinear networks.
From this point on, unless otherwise stated, the network 
elements are assumed to be time-invariant, and the element characteristics 
are assumed to be unicursal. No other restriction is imposed on the 
element characteristics, and hence the class of networks that can be 
handled by the following approach is extremely large.
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IV.1 Equilibrium Equations of Nonlinear RLC Networks in Para­
metric Form
As in linear networks, the systematic way to write down the 
set of equilibrium equations for a nonlinear RLC network is to replace 
the network first by its oriented graph, where the reference positive 
polarity of the voltage for each "edge** of the graph is considered to 
be at the tail" of the arrow orienting the "edge” [10], However, a basic 
difference between the oriented graph of a linear network and that of a 
nonlinear network is that in the latter, the arrow orienting the edge is 
no longer arbitrary, but has to be consistent with the way the corres­
ponding element is connected to the network (unless one is willing to 
re-specify the element characteristic so as to be consistent with a 
reference direction other than the original reference for which the 
characteristic is given). The reason for this basic difference can be 
traced to the fact that whereas a linear element is completely specified 
by one number, regardless of how the 2 terminals of the element are 
connected, a nonlinear element is specified by an element characteristic 
with respect to a certain reference. Hence, interchanging the connection 
between the 2 terminals of a nonlinear element makes a lot of difference 
unless the characteristic is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
Now let N be an n-node nonlinear RLC network containing b 
network elements. In order to be completely general, each network 
element is assumed to have a voltage source in series and a current 
source in parallel as shown in Figure 4.1. The sources may be indepen­
dent sources or controlled sources; in particular, the controlled
X K
Figure 4.1
A Composite Network Element with its Associated Sources
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sources may be linear or nonlinear. In drawing the oriented graph for 
N, each network element (including its sources) is considered only as 
one edge in the graph, and the orientation of each edge k should be con­
sistent with the reference direction for 1^ as shown in Figure 4,1, It 
is convenient to label each network element in consecutive order, first 
for the resistive branches, followed by the inductive branches, and
finally the capacitive branches. If N contains b resistances, bR L
inductances and bc capacitances, then the network elements corresponding
to the numbers 1 to b are resistances; b + 1 to b + b are inductancesR R R L
and b + b + 1 to b are capacitances. Now define the following vectors: R Li
i1[x1(t)]
h  [xb (t)]R R
V + i CV + i (t)]R R
d%  +b +1 dxb +b +1 R L R L
dx
bR+bL+1
dt
dx, dt b
(4,1a)
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vCx(t)] =
v ^ x ^ t ) ]
vb [xb (t)] 
R R
d0b +1 dXb +1R R
dxV 1 dt
d0
bR+bL V bL
dxV 1 dt
Vb +b + 1 ^  +b + 1 ^ ^  R L R L
(4.1b)
vbCxb ( t ) ]
J 1(t )
i(t) =
V o
jb +l(t) R
Jb +b (t) R L
jbp+b +l(t)K 1j
(4 .1c)
Jb(t)
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e(t)
©1(t)
e (t) 
bR
% + l  (t)R
V \ tt>
\ +bL+1 (t>
eb (t)
3 (4.Id)
then the set of equilibrium equations for N is given by;
Ai[x(t>] = A j(t) (4.2a)
and
Bv[x(t)] = B e(t) (4.2b)
where the "incidence matrix" [11] corresponding to a tree of the 
network N is an (n-1) x b matrix and the corresponding "circuit 
matrix" is a b-(n-l) x b matrix. Equations (4.2a) and (4.2b) together 
constitute a system of b equations in the b parametric unknowns x ^
X2 > ° •3Xfo3 and hence is the desired set of equilibrium equations in 
parametric form. In general} some of the b equations are nonlinear 
algebraic equations while the rest are first order nonlinear differential
equations. In particular^ an L or RL network contains exactly n-1 
algebraic equations and b-(n-l) differential equations; a C or RC net-
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work contains exactly n-1 differential equations and b"(n-l) algebraic 
equations; an LC network contains exactly b differential equations and 
an R network contains exactly b algebraic equations. Observe that*, in 
generals even in the case of LC networksy the system of first order 
differential equations is not in normal form [12], Since almost all 
of the important results in ordinary differential equations presupposes 
that the equation is expressible in normal forniy it is of utmost importance 
to find conditions whereby Equations(4,2a) and (4,2b) can be expressed in 
normal form. The demonstration that under certain mild restrictionsy the 
normal form of Equations (4,2a) and (4,2b) exists constitutes a major 
result of this work and is presented in the next chapter.
In the most general case where the normal form does not exist3 
the problem of solving Equations (4,2a) and (4,2b) analytically is ex­
tremely difficulty if not impossible. At b^sty an approximate iterative 
solution may be foundy in which casey the use of an analog or even 
digital computer may be desirabley provided of course that one can settle 
first the all-important question of existence and uniqueness of solution.
As an illustrative example of the parametric analysis of RLC 
networksy consider the simpley single loop RLC network shown in Figure 
4,2(a)y where the resistancey inductance and capacitance characteristics 
are shown in Figures 4,2(b)y 4,2(c) and 4,2(d) respectively, the v-i 
characteristic of the resistance R is a four-cusped hypocycloid whose 
parametric representation is
3v = COS X R 1 (4,3a)
\
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= 1
h
S , •l - ¥ + t .
- I
( c j
L
4
r  —  
1
A Series RLC Nonlinear Network
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and
. 31r = sin (4.3b)
The 0-i characteristic of the inductance L is an ellipse whose para­
metric representation is
and
0L = cos x2 (4„4a)
iT — 2 sin xn„ L 2 ( 4 „ 4b )
The q-v characteristic of the capacitance C is a cycloid whose para­
metric representation is
q = xg - sin x3 . (4o5a)
and
v = 1 - cos x_ c 3
Writing the KVL and KCL equations,, one obtains:
(4,5b)
Vr (X1> + d^i/dx2 ° dx2/dt + vc x^3') ~ 0; (4,6a)
iR(xl> = iL(x2); (4.6b)
and
dqc (x3)/dx3 ° dx3/dt = iL<x2)o (4o6c)
Substituting the relations of Equations (4,3),, (4,4) and (4„5) into 
Equation (4,6)9 one obtains the desired set of equilibrium equations in
parametric form:
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COS X (4,7a)
. 3s m  x1 2 sin x (4,7b)
(1 - cos x^) ° dx3/dt = 2 sin (4 0 7c)
Equations (4,7a), (4,7b),, and (4,7c) together constitute the complete 
set of equilibrium equations for the given network. The existence and 
uniqueness of the solution can then be investigated next. This,, of 
course, may be difficult and is a problem in itself. This example 
certainly points out the power of this approach for no other known 
method can describe the equations of this network mathematically. Observe 
that even curves with discontinuous derivatives such as the characteris­
tics of Figures 4„2(b) and 4,2(d) can be handled by this approach,
IV,2 Integral Equation Formulation of Linear Network Containing One 
Nonlinear Element
tain a nonlinear element imbedded in a linear network, it is desirable to 
study other methods for formulating the equilibrium equations in simpler 
form, Leon [13] has recently investigated the above class of networks 
by writing his equations in the form of a nonlinear Volterra equation. 
However, his equations are valid only for elements of index (O^n), In 
the following^ Leonis equations are extended to handle any element of 
index (m,n); the resulting equations are, of course, no longer of the 
Volterra type,, but belong to a class of nonlinear integral equations 
of the general Hammerstein type [14],
Since most of the practical frequency converting circuits con-
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Following Leon's approach,, the nonlinear element is considered 
as a load to a one port linear network, whose Thevenin and Norton 
equivalent circuits are shown in Figure 4.3. The sources in the 
equivalent circuits include the initial conditions on the energy stor­
age elements inside the linear network at time t=t . From Figures* O
4.3(a), 4.3(b), and 403(c), it is readily seen that
and
where
I
E(t) = I z(t-r) i(r) dTi
t o 
t
■ I
I(t) - / y(t-r) v (t ) 
t
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
E(t) = £(t) - v(t), (409a)
and
K t )  J.  (t) - i(t). (409b)
and where z(t) and y(t) are the response to a unit current and voltage 
impulse respectively. Integrating Equations (4.8a) and (4.8b) by parts, 
one obtains
t
E(t) = z(0) q(t) - z(t-tQ) + J z ’(t-r) q(r) (4.10a)
and to t
Kt) = y(0) 0(t) y(t-t ) 0(t ) + J o o y'(t-r) 0(t ) dr (4.10b)
o
Now when the nonlinear element is a resistance of index (m,n) described
by v = v (x) and i = i (x), the integral Equations (4.8a) and (4.8b)K R
become:
Linear Network 
With Sources
(a)
Figure 4.3
Equivalent Circuits for Linear Networks 
Cpntaining One Nonlinear Element
Nonlinear*♦
Element
Nonli near<*■
Element
Nonlinear
Element
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where
r
f[t^ x(t)] = J z(t-r) iR [x(r)] dT^ (4.11)
f[t,x(t)] = £(t) - vR [x(t)], (4 o12)
and
/g[t, x(t)] = / y(t-T> v [xCt )] dr* (4013)
where
[ty X(t) ] =^(1) " ip [ X (t ) ] (4„14)
When the nonlinear element is a capacitance of index (m;n) described 
by v = (x) and q = (x)} the integral Equation (4.10a) becomes
fi[t„ x(t)] J z s(t~t ) qc [x(r)] dr, (4,15)
where
£2[t, x(t)] = £(t) - v^[x(t)] - z(0) q^[x(t)] + z(t”tQ)qc[x(to)]
(4,16)
When the nonlinear element is an inductance of index (m^n) described by
i = i (x) and 
JLi
(x)y the integral Equation (4»10b) becomes
\l/[t5 x(t) J = / y ’(t-r) 0 [ x ( t )  dr, (4,17)
where
^  [t, x (t) ] (t) - ijx(t)] - y(0) 0 t [ x ( t ) ]  + y(t-tQ) 0L[x(t^)]
(4.18)
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Observe that the integral Equations (4.11), (4.13), (4J5) and (4.17) 
are all of the same form and are known as the general Hammerstein type 
[15]» As is common in any nonlinear integral equation, more often than 
not, Equations (4.11), (4013), (4.15) and (4.17) cannot be solved in 
closed form. In fact, questions of existence and uniqueness of solution 
have to be resolved first. Hence, in general, each problem has to be 
treated individually either by a process of converging iterations or by 
the use of a computer.
The same approach can obviously be used to extend the linear 
network to that of n-ports with n nonlinear elements of index (m,n) 
imbedded in it. However, the complexity of the equations greatly in­
creases and until the one-port problem can be solved successfully, the 
n-port problem need not be pursued.
IV.3 Parametric Analysis of Time-invariant, Nonlinear Resistive Networks 
In this section, only time-invariant, nonlinear resistive 
networks are considered. The networks may contain independent sources 
which are not functions of time. However, as is shown in Section IV.6, 
the independent sources in any resistive network can always be combined 
with the resistive characteristic of the elements in the network so 
that there is really no loss of generality in considering only the class 
of resistive networks without sources. In this case, the equilibrium 
Equations (4.2a) and (4.2b) become
b
jf, akJ W  = 0’ (4.19a)
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and
b
Z b, „ v .(x .) =0, h=l „2,,,,,,b-(n-1) (4.19b)
. , h j 3 J 9
This class of networks is important for many reasons. Formost among these 
is the fact that the analysis of network containing energy storage 
elements usually requires the information on the location of the
I
’’equilibrium points”’ of the network. In more familiar terms3 these 
equilibrium points are simply the ’’operating points ’ of the network 
under static operating condition,, i.e„, when dq/dt = 1 = 0  and d0/dt = v 
= 0 in all the energy storage elements,, which corresponds to replacing 
all capacitances by open circuits and all inductances by short circuits.
In other words3 the equilibrium points are the solutions of the corres­
ponding resistive network^ and hence the problem boils down to solving 
Equations (4,19a) and (4.19b),, which together constitute a system of b 
nonlinear algebraic equations in b unknowns0
A distinguishing feature in,nonlinear networks that has no 
counterpart in linear passive networks is that in general3 a nonlinear 
network may have no solution,, one solution^ finitely many solutions,, or 
infinitely many solutions. An example illustrating this phenomena is 
the simple tunnel diode circuit shown in Figure 4.4(a). The bold lines 
shown in Figure 4.4(b) represent the characteristic of the tunnel diode 
(where the scales are normalized here for convenience). The dotted lines 
represent the load lines corresponding to different values of the bias 
voltage E, Observe that depending on the value of E,, the following
possibilities exist;
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4
Example of A Simple Tunnel Diode Circuit
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(1) if E < the circuit has no solution,,
(2) if E = V the circuit has one solution^
(3) if E1 < E < E2> the circuit has two solutions9
(4) if E = V the circuit has infinitely many solutions^
(5) if E > E2’ the circuit has one solution,,
Of course,, any physical circuit must have at least one solution,, and it 
is quite common that it can have finitely many solutions such as the flip- 
flop circuit. However, the possibilities of no solution or infinitely 
many solutions are simply not practically feasible— they are the re­
sults of physical abstractions analogous to the embarrassing situation 
which arises when a voltage source is in parallel with a short circuit!
As an illustration of this pointy observe that in the present example., 
although there is theoretically no solution when E < due to the fact 
that the load line does not intersect the curve,, one can argue that there 
is really one solution,, namely,, at infinity^ since two parallel lines 
do intersect at infinity, However,, physically,, this is not possible be­
cause either the tunnel diode burns out at some finite value of current,, 
or the current becomes large enough as to render the voltage source non­
ideal (or the circuit resistance may change due to heat produced by the 
large current,, or both)^ thus rotating the load line so that it intersects 
the curve at some finite current and voltage. The possibility of an in­
finitely many solutions is also not possible because the slightest vari­
ation of the voltage or current in the circuit due to noise (which is 
always present) will translate the load line so that it is impossible 
for the load line to exactly overlap a portion of the curve.
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There are a few references [16,17] concerning the solution 
of nonlinear resistive networks» However, most of the available re­
sults are primarily restricted to networks with only one solution,
namely, networks containing only resistances of index V (0,0)+ » While
i
these results are elegant theoretically, they are too restrictive» In 
fact, the more interesting and common problems are those where there is 
more than one possible solution— -a characteristic feature of all multi­
state machines» Hence it is clear that among the many crucial problems 
that must be solved in the area of nonlinear networks, the solutions to 
Equations (4»19a) and (4»19b) must precede the others» Since there 
exist no general mathematical methods for solving a system of arbitrary 
algebraic equations, the approach taken in this work is to approximate 
the given system of equations by a system of '’polynomial equations” over 
any compact domain» The mathematical basis for doing this is Weistrass's 
theorem for polynomial approximation [9]» Hence, in the following it is
assumed without loss of generality that the parametric representations of
each element are polynomials» Since any practical resistor burns out
when its terminal current or voltage exceeds a certain value, the
approximation need be valid only over a finite closed interval» With
the above assumption, Equations (4»19a) and (4»19b) represent now a
system of b polynomial equations in the b parametric unknowns x,„x_„„„„„■----- -* — — — —   ---  — -----— —— — —  ---- L' 2* 3
x » Observe that an interesting feature of this set of equations is b
that while in general each equation contains all variables, there are
nevertheless no "cross-terms”, i„e„, no term such as x?,x®.... .x'Y exists»i j * m 3
and hence the variables in each equation may be said to be decoupled from
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one another. This property, which is inherent in the present approach, 
makes the system of equations less formidable to solve.
A general systematic method to solve this system of equations 
can be found under the subject of "General Elimination Theory" as pre­
sented by Van der Waerden [18]. This method is very general although 
the required calculations are very often too complicated to be carried 
out effectively without the help of a computer. In certain problems, 
however, there exist simpler methods of elimination such as the theory 
of resultants, eliminants, and discriminants [l9]c Still another method 
is to transform the system of Equations (4„19a) and (4.19b) into a system 
of homogenous polynomial equations in trilinear coordinates [20] and 
then apply the theory of symmetric functions [21] „ This method would 
be very useful and relatively simple if an extensive table of symmetric 
functions were available.
When the system of Equations (4.19a) and (4.19b) is known to
i
have only one solution, then the step of approximating it by a system of 
polynomial equations is not necessary and the solution can be obtained 
directly by a number of numerical techniques such as the Newton-Raphson 
method and the method of Steepest Descent, Of course, any numerical 
method invariably requires the use of a digital computer. Alternately, 
the powerful theory of contraction mapping can be applied in this case to 
obtain a converging, iterative solution [23]. Finally, in some cases, 
the solution can also be obtained rather easily by using an analog com­
puter [24], provided of course that the computer hookup for the problem
is stable.
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IV,4 General Properties Concerning Solutions of Time-invariant^ Non­
linear^ Resistive Networks
Intimately related to the analysis of nonlinear resistive net­
works is the problem of determining the existence as well as the number 
of solutions or equilibrium points of a network without actually solving 
it. The following are some theorems related to this problem.
The first theorem to be stated below is a direct application of 
the classical Schauder Fixed Point Theorem [25]9 which states that every 
"convex" compact subspace of a Banach space is a ‘fixed point space” [23], 
Schauder*s theorem^ a generalization of Brouwer's fixed point theorem,, is 
the most powerful mathematical tool so far available for answering 
questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions of any functional 
equation,, including algebraic and differential equations. While the con­
cepts leading to the formulation and proof of this theorem are extremely 
deep,, requiring no less than a good knowledge of functional analysis 
and algebraic topology,, its proper interpretation and use is quite 
elementary. In order to apply this theorem to the system of Equations 
(4,19a) and (4,19b)5 it is convenient to rewrite the equations in the 
form;
(4,20)
or
F(x) = 0 (4,21)
Now define the following equivalent system of equations:
(4,22)
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where is any nonzero constant , Clearly, any solution x = of
Equation (4.21) is also a solution of Equation (4.22) and vice-versa,
regardless of the value of k. (except zero). Equation (4.22) can also3
be written in operator form as:
T x = x, (4.23)
where T is the nonlinear operator which operates on any vector x in 
the Euclidean space R to give
T x = x " D F(x), (4.24)
where D is the diagonal matrix whose elements are k ,k ,...,k . Withi. Zt D
the above preliminary notations, the following important existence 
theorem can now be stated.
Theorem 4.1: Let S be any "convex" compact subset of R . If
T(x) 6 S,V x 6 S, then the system of Equations (4.19a) and (4.19b) has at
least one solution x 6 S.—o
Proof: The b-dimensional Euclidean space Rb is clearly a
Banach space; hence, by the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem,, there exists 
a fixed point x q € S. But by definition, a fixed point is a solution of 
Equation (4.23) and hence is a solution of Equations (4.19a) and (4,19b).
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.1 is an existence theorem; it does not give a con­
structive procedure to find the solutions. The following theorem— a 
special case of the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem— utilizes the principles 
of contraction mapping [26] to give a constructive procedure for finding
the solutions.
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Theorem 4„2: Let T be a contraction on U in the Euclidean
bspace R with Lipschitz constant K; let S be a sphere of radius r about
< (l-K)r,T(y ) - y-O — oyo, i.e., S = [x:|| x - y j  < r, yQ e U } ; if
then the system of Equations (4,19a) and (4,19b) has one and only one
solution x 6 S „ Moreover, x = lim y , where y = T(y „) , n=l,2„,.,. — o 3 — o n-»°° —n3 — n — n-1 3 33
Proof; The proof of this theorem is found in reference [23]^
and hence is omitted.
Observe that since the nonsingular diagonal matrix D as defined 
in Equation (4,24) is entirely arbitrary, one can take advantage of 
this arbitrariness by assigning suitable constants to k_. so as to satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorems 4.1 and 4,2, This flexibility greatly in­
creases the practical value of these theorems, in particular, Theorem 4,2 
is very useful because the process usually converges quite rapidly. How­
ever, both Theorems 4,1 and 4,2 do not give the information explicitly 
as to how many solutions Equations (4,19a) and (4,19b) can have. To 
find this information, one has to turn to the subject of 'Algebraic 
Geometry” [27], An important theorem in this respect is the following.
Theorem 4.3: Let N be an n-node network with b resistances
Rj, j=1,2,,.,,b. Let each resistance R^ be characterized parametrically
J J J J
and
N,
i .(x„) is J J a polynomial of degree m ., andJ
i., Let J
max ^ m . J j=l,2, ..obj ,
max ^
s
n . 
J j =1,2, , . . b ^  ,
J J
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where a and b are as defined in Equations (4.19a) and (4.19b). Now ■K . h .
j j
n-1 (n-1)
M = I T  \k=l I t  Nhh=l
Then there exist the following three exhaustive possibilities:
(1) the network N has no solution;
(2) the network N has at most M solutions; and
(3) the network N has infinitely many solutions.
Proof; Observe that is the degree of the polynomial
equation k belonging to the set of KCL equations and Nh is the degree 
of the polynomial equation h belonging to the set of KVL equations. The 
coefficients a and b are needed since not every element is connectedK . K .
3 3
to the same node or in the same loop. The number M is therefore the 
product of the degrees of the b polynomial equations in Equations (4.19a) 
and (4.19b). The theorem then follows immediately from the classical 
theorem of Bezout [27] which when translated to simpler terms.states that 
except in degenerate cases where there may either be no solution or 
infinitely many solutions, a system of n polynomial equations of degrees 
d 5d .....d in n variables have in general d = d,,drt9„„.,d common 
solutions, where d includes all complex as well as repeated solutions. Q.E.D.
A few remarks are in order here. Observe that since M in 
general includes all complex and repeated solutions, the actual number 
of equilibrium points (which corresponds to real, distinct roots only) is 
in general very much less than M. Hence the number M is an upperbound
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which is seldom attained. In particular, if one can find M+l solutions 
to a given network, then there actually exist infinitely many solutions. 
As a useful corollary to this theorem, observe that if one defines
m max \ m ., n . 
I 3’ 3
j —1 ^ 2,
then the network can have at most mb solutions. Although the possibility 
that Equations (4,19a) and (4,19b) may have no solution or infinitely 
many solutions are degenerate cases, nevertheless, it is useful to have 
some criteria for the existence of degenerate solutions. The following 
two theorems are sufficient conditions.
Theorem 4,4: Let the system of Equations (4,19a) and (4,19b)
be denoted by
f j (xi? X2> ° ° ° sXb^ — j—1 ^ 2, „ , „,b ;
let J = 9 (f ,f ,,,,,f )/9(x ,x ,,,,,x ) be the Jacobian of this system 
of equations; then a sufficient condition for the existence of degen­
erate solutions, i,e,, either no solution or infinitely many solutions, 
is the identical vanishing of the Jacobian J,
Proof: The identical vanishing of the Jacobian J implies that
the system of b "level hypersurfaces" f^(x^,x2,„,,,xfo) = K_, j=1,2,,,.,b, 
coincide [28], But by definition, level hypersurfaces do not intersect 
each other; in particular consider the case where =0, Then either
the hypersurfaces f „(x ,x ,,,,,x ) = 0, j=l,2,,..,b coincide c>r do not
J 1 2 D
intersect each other, in the former case, there exists an infinitely many 
solutions, and in the latter case, there exists no solution, Q.E,D<
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Observe from the above proof that in general, the possibility of no 
solution is much more likely to occur than the possibility of infinitely 
many solutions. This fact clearly agrees with the example given in 
Section IV.3.
Theorem 4.5: Let the system of equations (4.19a) and (4.19b)
be denoted by f ^ • »o = 0^, s2 9 . 9X>. If among the b equations^
there exist a of them having a common factor involving y variables, where
1 < V < fl < b, then the network N has infinitely many solutions.
Proof: Without loss of generality, let g(x..x_„...„x ) be a
l 2 ' y
common factor for the first a equations; then the system of equations can 
be written as follows:
fl(*l,x2> * * * jXjj) = gCx^x^, .. o ,x^) f* ( x ^ x ^  . „ o ,xb> = 0  ,
£a ^ xi*x2' “" * *xb^ = g(xi>x2> „.. ,x^) fJCx^x^ .. 0>xb) = 0  , 
fa+l^xP x2,00”,xb) “ 0
fb (xi>x2>‘° ^ xb) = ° ’
Clearly9 the first a equations are satisfied by infinitely many points
(y-, >y9i ° ° ° representing the locus of the hypersurface g(x_.x , ...x ) 
J- ' ^ Y  1 * 2* y
= 0. Now substitute each of these points into the remaining h-a equations
fa+l(XY+liXY+25°*‘-,xb) “ ° *
fb (XY + P XY+2'00^ Xb) “ 0
and obtain
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This is a system of (b-a) equations in (b-^) unknowns,, By hypothesis,, 
y < a (b-y) > (b-a). Hence since there are more unknowns than there 
are equations3 there exists at least one solution corresponding to each 
point on the hypersurface g C x ^ x ^  .. . ,x ) = 0; which implies that there 
exist infinitely many solutions. * q oe „D,
It is stated in Section IV.3 that when a network is known to 
have only one solution^ many methods are available to solve it. However,, 
before any such method can be applied^, one has to settle first the 
question of existence and uniqueness of the solution. The following 
theorems are sufficient conditions for guaranteeing the existence of one 
and only one solution.
Theorem 4.6; Any network containing only resistances of index 
V (0^0)+ has one and only one solution.
Proof: This theorem is not new. It has been proven rigorously
by Duffin [16] using methods in mathematical analysis. The following 
proof9 however3 uses no mathematics and gives more insight into the 
physical network. The approach used here is identical to the method 
used in proving Theorem 3.8,, where the network is replaced by its equi­
valent diode resistive network. A soldering-point entry is made across 
each resistance in the network and the resulting driving-point resistance 
across each such entry is derived. The equilibrium voltage across each 
resistance R. is then equal simply to the intersection of the driving
point characteristic across R, with the line i = 0^ where i is the corres-3
ponding driving point current. By Theorem 3.8,, the composite characteris­
tic across each entry must be of index V (0i0)+i which means that there can
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be one and only one intersection between each driving point characteris­
tic and the corresponding i = 0 line* Hence, there can be only one 
equilibrium voltage for each resistance in the network» Moreover,, since 
each resistance is of index V (0,0)+, there can be one and only one 
equilibrium current for each resistance in the network» Q»E.D,
Theorem 4.7; Any network containing only resistances of index 
V (0,0)- has one and only one solution»
Proof; The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.6, and hence is omitted»
Theorem 4»8: Let N be any network containing b nonlinear re­
sistances. If the Vj - ij characteristic curve of each resistance is 
continuous and lies only in the first and third quadrant, then the net­
work N has one and only one solution, namely, the trivial solution 
Vj = 0, j=l,2,»»»,b.
Proof; By hypothesis, v i. > 0, V j=l,2,.»»,b» Now supposeJ J
there exists a set of non-trivial solutions , I , j=l,2,»»„,b, (i.e.,
there exists at least one integer a < b such that E 9 I ^ 0) » then 
b " “ «
Z E I. > 0. But this result is a violation of the general energy 
j=l J J
theorem [29], and hence the assumption above is impossible» Q»E.D,
Theorem 4.9; Let N be any network containing b nonlinear re­
sistance, If the v -i. characteristic curve of each resistance is con-J J
tinuous and lies only in the second and fourth quadrant, then the network
N has one and only one solution, namely, the trivial solution v = 0, i =
j 9 J
0, j =1,2,» ».,bo
Proof; The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.8, and hence is omitted.
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Observe that Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 assert that a network con­
taining only passive resistances and no sources can have one and only 
one solution» The characteristic of the resistances need not be monotonic 
as required by Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. However, all of these theorems 
are too restrictive, for there certainly exist nonlinear networks con­
taining elements with arbitrary characteristic curves which still have 
one and only one solution. This possibility and a sufficient condition 
for its occurrence is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10; Let T be a contraction on the Euclidean space 
bR , with Lipschitz constant K, where T is as defined in Equation (4.24). 
Then the system of Equations (4.19a) and (4.19b) has a unique solution 
x = x . Moreover, x = lim y „ where y = T(y n). n=1.29»..„ and y 
is any initial trial solution.
Proof; The proof of this theorem is given in reference [26], 
and is hence omitted.
IV.5 Equivalent Nonlinear Networks
From the standpoint of simplification of network analysis and 
synthesis, it is extremely useful to have some techniques whereby a non­
linear network may be altered according to certain rules such that the 
solution of the resulting network remains unchanged. This subject falls 
under the general topic of Equivalent Nonlinear Networks. To be precise, 
two networks are said to be equivalent to each other if knowledge of the 
voltage and current distributions of one network is sufficient to de­
termine the voltage and current distributions of the other network and 
vice-versa. Some of the techniques for finding equivalent networks are
presented in this section.
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Technique 1 ; Decomposition of Network Elements into Simpler Elements 
There are infinitely many ways to decompose an element into 
combinations of other elements. However, the most useful decomposition 
is that of breaking up an element characterized by arbitrary functions 
into elements characterized by monotonic functions. The basis for doing 
this is the following theorem.
Tiieorem 4.11: Any continuous function f(x) of bounded variation
[7] can be decomposed into a sum of a strictly increasing function f (x)
+
and a strictly decreasing function f (x).
Proof: Let f+(x) = x + f(0) + Vf(0,x) V x > 0
= x + f(0) - Vf(0,x) V x < 0 ,
and
f (x) = f (x) - f (x)+
where Vf(0,x) is the total variation [7] of f(x) from x = 0 to x.
Clearly, f(x) = f+ (x) + f_ (x) , and hence it remains only to prove that 
f_i_(x> is strictly monotone increasing and f_ (x) is strictly monotone de­
creasing. In order to prove the assertion on f (x), suppose first
X2 > X1 > then f+ (x2} " f+ (xi} = (x2"Xl) + Vf(0^x2) " Vf(0,Xl), and 
the hypothesis x2 > x± implies Vf(0,x2> - Vf ( 0 ^ )  > 0, hence
f+ (x2) ” f+^Xl) > Oo Next suPP°se Xx < x2 < 0, then f+ (x2) - f (x ) = 
X^2~X1  ^ + V^CO^x^) - V^COjXg), and the hypothesis x^ < x2 implies 
Vf(°^x1) - Vf(0,x2) > 0, hence f+ (x2> - f+(x±) > 0. This proves that 
f+ (x> is a strictly monotone increasing function. By a similar method, 
one finds that f_(x2> - f_(xx) < 0  V and henCe f_(x) is a
strictly monotone decreasing function. Q.E.D.
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Observe that the above proof gives 'one" constructive procedure 
for finding the two functions f^(x) and f_(x)„ In general, there are 
infinitely many other ways to define* these functions„ In particular if
any monotonic increasing function is added to f (x) and subtracted from+
f_(x), the resulting functions are also admissible functions„ Finally, 
observe that one can take f_(x) to be a straight line with slope -m, 
where m is greater than the absolute value of the smallest negative slope 
in the given function f(x)„ Applying this theorem to network elements, 
one has the following decomposition methods”
(a) Decomposition into 2 Series Elements
Any resistance (inductance, capacitance) of index v (0,n),
0 v( (O^n)^ (0,n)^) can always be decomposed into one re­
sistance (inductance, capacitance) of index (0,0)+ in series 
with another resistance (inductance, capacitance) of index 
(0,0) „ In fact, the latter can always be taken to be a 
negative resistance (inductance, capacitance) of slope -m, 
where m is any number greater than the absolute value of the 
smallest negative slope of the characteristic of the given 
element„
(b) Decomposition into 2 Parallel Elements
Any resistance (inductance, capacitance) of index x(0,n)5 v
(1(0,n)^, q(0,n)v) can always be decomposed into one resistance
(inductance, capacitance) of index in parallel with
another resistance (inductance, capacitance) of index (0,0) „ 
In fact, the latter can always be taken to be a negative re-
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sistance (inductance^ capacitance) of slope -m^ where m 
is any number greater than the absolute value of the smallest 
negative slope of the characteristic of the given element0
It is now clear that any network containing elements of index 
(O^n) or (m^O) can always be replaced by an equivalent network containing 
only elements of index (O^O)4 and (0^0)". This important fact^ plus the 
possibility of representing an element characteristic by an infinitely 
many congruent parametric representations9 is very useful analytically be­
cause if the hypothesis of a certain theorem is not satisfied by a given 
network^, it is usually possible to find an equivalent network satisfying 
the hypothesis by means of the above transformation or by other techniques 
presented below.
Technique 2 : Equivalent Resistance Obtained by Shifting Element
Characteristic
The v-1 characteristic of any resistance can always be shifted 
to any desired position in the plane by connecting it in series with a 
voltage source and in parallel with a current source. The effect of the 
voltage source is to translate the curve along the v-axis^and the effect 
of the current source is to translate the curve along the i-axis.
Technique 3 ; Equivalent Nonlinear Networks Obtained by Applying the i- 
shift and e-shift Theorems
Just about the only equivalent network theorems in linear 
network theory that remain valid in nonlinear networks are the two shift­
ing theorems known generally as the i-shift and the e-shift theorems.
These two theorems are far more useful in nonlinear networks than in
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linear networks* and hence are reproduced in Figure 4„5 for future 
reference„ The following theorem is a direct application of this 
technique.
Theorem 4,12: Except in pathological cases* any resistive
network containing only independent sources which are not functions of 
time is equivalent to a resistive network containing no sources.
Proof: If a voltage source is in series with a resistance* it
can be combined with the v-i characteristic of the resistance resulting 
in a new resistance with no voltage source in series. If a voltage source 
is not in series with a resistance* then by applying the e-shift theorem* 
it can be transformed into several voltage sources in series with the re­
sistances incident to one node of the voltage source. If a current 
source is in parallel with a resistance* it can be combined with the v-i 
characteristic of the resistance resulting in a new resistance with no 
current source in parallel. If a current source is not in parallel 
with a resistance* then by applying the i-shift theorem* it can be trans­
formed into several current sources in parallel with the resistances 
around any loop containing the current source, Q.E,D,
Technique 4: Reduction of Resistive Networks to Canonic Form
It is convenient in many topological analysis of nonlinear re­
sistive networks to reduce it into a canonic network defined as follows: 
Definition: Canonic Network
A resistaive network is said to be a canonic network or is 
in canonic form in case every node in the network is connected 
to at least 3 resistances and if at most one resistance is 
connected between any 2 nodes.
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(b)
Figure 4.5
The Two Shifting Theorems
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Clearly, except in pathological cases, any resistive network is 
equivalent to a canonic network, for if there exists a node with only 
2 elements incident to it, then the two elements are in series,and hence 
can be combined into one element and the corresponding number of nodes 
in the resulting network is reduced by 1. Similarly, if there exists 
more than one element between any 2 nodes, then the elements are in 
parallel, and hence can be combined into one element. The following 
theorems can be stated for any canonic resistive networks.
Theorem 4.13: If N is an n-node canonic network, then N con­
tains at most n(n-l) elements.
Proof: The above relation was first stated by Maxwell [30] for
a maximal canonic network, i.e„, a canonic network where there is an 
element between any 2 nodes. Since, in general, a canonic network need 
not be maximal, the number — n(n-l) is thus an upper bound. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.14: Let N be a source-free n-node canonic network
containing b resistances, each of index (0,n) or (m,0). If there exists
a point (E , I ) on each v. - i. curve such that the horizontal and J J J J
vertical lines passing through this point intersect no other points of
the v - i. curve, and if the slope of each v. - i curve at (E . I ) is 
J J J J j
positive, then N is equivalent to a passive network containing at most 
| n(n-l)(n-2) voltage sources and at most (n-1) current sources.
Proof; Let Cf be any tree of N and leto^be the corresponding 
set of links. Use Technique 2 to shift the characteristic curve of each 
resistance R to v = E . Hence each resistance, including those in Zf 3O <J
is now in series with a voltage source. Apply the e-shift theorem to
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transfer the voltage sources in 0  to the set of links in X  ° Hence the 
tree elements are now source free^ and thus there are at most b-(n-l) 
voltage sources left» But by Theorem 4.13^ b < ~ n(n-l)^ hence there 
are at most -“ (n-1)(n-2) voltage sources left» Next^ the characteristic¿u
curve of each resistance is translated to i = I „ „ Hence,, each resistanceJ
is now in parallel with a current source. Apply the i-shift theorem to
transfer the current sources in each link to the elements in O • Since
there are at most n-1 tree elements left5 there can be at most that many
current sources left. After the above transformations? the origin of the
characteristic of each resistance R, is now located at (E ,1.), Now by
hypothesis^ the horizontal and vertical lines through this point are now
the horizontal and vertical axis of the resulting resistance,, and do not
intersect the characteristic curve. Moreover^ since the slope of each
v - i curve at (E..I.) is positive, the characteristic of each re- 
j 3 3 3
sistance in the resulting network is located only in the first and third
quadrant,, and is therefore passive in view of Corollary 2.1. Q.E.D.
A few remarks are in order here. Observe that the numbers 
given in this theorem are upper bounds which may not be attained since 
the network may not be maximal to start with. Moreover,, even if the 
network is maximal,, some of the resistances may already be passive to 
start with^ and hence no sources are needed to transform these passive 
elements. There is also the possibility of some sources cancelling with 
each other9and hence all of these possibilities tend to reduce the number 
of sources in the equivalent network. Observe that this theorem actually 
holds for any network which is not in canonic form for the former can
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always be reduced to the latter. Moreover, the hypothesis of this
theorem can be weakened by allowing any resistance whose characteristics
tend monotonically to +°o beyond some arbitrarily large but finite value.
A source-free network containing only passive elements is
clearly passive, but the converse is not true in general, for it is easy
to construct examples of passive networks .containing sources. An example
3
of this is a nonlinear resistance specified by v = -2 + i in series with 
a +2 volt battery. Clearly, both elements are active, but the resulting
3
network, being equivalent to v = i , is passive. Hence, it is desirable 
to have some criteria to test for the passivity of a nonlinear network in 
terms of the element characteristics. Theorem 4.14 can be used in this 
respect as a sufficient condition for the passivity of a nonlinear network 
in the sense that if all the sources in the equivalent network exactly 
cancel each other, then the equivalent network is passive although the 
original network may contain sources and thus appears to be active.
IV.6 Concept of Duality in Nonlinear Networks
The concept of duality, important in linear network theory, is 
even more important in nonlinear network theory. In fact, in the preced­
ing sections, this property of duality appeared over and over again, 
although it was not explicitly pointed out there. This useful concept in 
now made precise in the following presentation. Since duality imposes 
certain constrains both on the network topology as well as on the char­
acteristic of the network elements, it is necessary to extend the de­
finition of duality as normally taken for linear networks to include non­
linear elements.
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Definition: Dual Nonlinear Networks
Two planar nonlinear networks N^ and N^ are said to 
be dual of each other if:
(1) their directed linear graphs are dual in the usual 
sense defined for linear networks. In particular^ this con­
dition is equivalent to [11]
A1 " V
w h e r e  is defined by K i r c h hoff's current law equations for 
network N ^ a n d  B is defined by K i r c h h o f f ’s v o ltage equations 
for n e twork N„„
(2) the dual of each resistance described by v = v (x)and1 R1
i_ = i (x) is another resistance described by v = v (x) andR R,
i0 = iD (x)^ where 2 R2
and
V R (x) = i R (x)> R1 R2
(4.25)
±R (X) “ VR (x)> R1 R2
(4.26)
(where the congruence relation = is defined in Section III.l).
(3) the dual of each inductance described by 0 = 0 (x)
1 L1
and i = i (x) is a capacitance described by v = v (x) and
1 L1 2 °2
q = q (x) where z c2
i_ (x) = v (x). 
L1 °2
(4.27)
and
0 (x) = q (x).
L1 C2
(4.28)
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(4) the dual of each capacitance described by v =
v (x) and q = q (x) is an inductance described by 0 =
°i 1 °i 2
0L (x) and i = i^ (x), where 
2 2
v (x) = iT (x) , c ,  L y (4.29)
and
q (x) = 0 (x)
1 2
(4.30)
From the above definition, it is clear that the dual of a
v 0resistance (inductance, capacitance) of index (m,n). ( (m,n).,* i * 1 *
V (m,n) ) is a resistance (capacitance, inductance) of index 1(n,m) . q 7 ^
(q(m,n) s 1(m,n)^.). It is also clear that when all elements areV * y)
linear^ the above definition coincides with the normal definition of 
duality for linear networks.
In nonlinear networks, it is sometimes useful to introduce the 
following definition:
Definition: Self-Dual Resistance
A resistance R is said to be a Self-Dual Resistance if 
the dual of R is the same resistance with its two terminals 
interchanged.
In linear passive networks, there is only one self-dual re­
sistance, namely, the one ohm resistance, hence the above definition is 
not very meaningful in the linear case. However, in nonlinear networks, 
there are an infinitely many self-dual resistance, examples of some of 
which are shown in Figure 4.6. Practically speaking, if a resistor is
( a )
\
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Figure 406
Examples of Self-Dual Resistances
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self-dual} then one does not have to buy a new resistor for its dual; 
all one has to do is simply to reverse the two terminals of the re­
sistance, It is useful to know what condition is a resistance its self­
dual, The exact criteria for this is stated in the next theorem.
Theorem 4,15; A necessary and sufficient condition for a 
resistance to be its self-dual is for the corresponding v-i characteristic 
curve to be symmetrical with respect to the straight line with slope -1 
through the origin.
Proof: An elegant proof of this theorem can be made by using
concepts and terminologies from the theory of groups [6], The proof given 
here uses the same concept but translated into geometrical languages.
Observe that the dual of a v-i characteristic is obtained 
geometrically by first rotating the characteristic through an angle 
of 180 degrees about the horizontal axis (up out of the plane and back 
into it) and then followed by a counterclockwise rotation of 90 degrees. 
Now the effect of interchanging the two terminals of the resistance is 
to rotate the characteristic curve further by 180 degrees about the 
horizontal axis and followed by another rotation of 180 degrees about the 
vertical axis. But the result of doing all these is equivalent to simply 
rotating the characteristic curves counterclockwise from the positive 
horizontal axis by 135 degrees, Hence^ in order for the resulting curve 
to be identical to the orginial characteristic curve, it is necessary and 
sufficient that the characteristic curve of the resistance must exhibit 
symmetry with respect to the straight line making a counterclockwise angle 
of 135 degrees from the positive horizontal axis,, which of course is a 
straight line with slope -1 through the origin, Q,E,D,
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V. STATE VARIABLE ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR NETWORKS
In order to formulate a general theory on ordinary differential 
equations, it is necessary to choose a general form which represents as 
many types of differential equations as possible. As early as the nine­
teenth century, mathematicians became aware of the fact that the most 
general form consists of a system of first order, ordinary differential 
equations for the simple reason that any ordinary differential equation 
can be reduced to this form, which soon became widely known as the normal 
form [12]. Since then, almost all important results concerning ordinary 
differential equations have been formulated in terms of the normal form. 
Hence, if the engineer is to profit from the many useful results available, 
specially those concerning stability of nonlinear differential equations, 
he must first express his differential equations in the normal form. In 
modern usage, the dependent variables of this system of first order 
differential equations are known as the state variables.
To the best knowledge of the author, the first attempt to ex­
press the system of equilibrium equations of a nonlinear network in normal 
form has been made by Liu and Auth [31]. However, the conditions they im­
pose on the networks are so strong as to greatly restrict the class of ad­
missible nonlinear networks capable of being expressed in normal form.
One of the requirements is that all element characteristics must be mono- 
tonically increasing? The present work greatly enlarges the class of non­
linear networks that can be expressed in normal form. The strong require­
ment of monotonicity is no longer needed here; in fact, certain elements 
characterized by any unicursal curve, including hysteresis characteristics,
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are admissible. The key to this all important problem is,, of course,, to 
express the equilibrium equations of the network in parametric form. The 
starting point is the equilibrium Equations (4.2a) and (4.2b);, which are 
in general a system of Algebraic—Differential equations. One obvious way 
to reduce Equations (4.2a) and (4.2b) into normal form is to eliminate 
the variables which are not associated with time derivatives in terms of 
the state variables. In practice, however, great difficulties are usually 
encountered for in the process of elimination, one is invariably involved 
with one of the hardest, and still largely unsolved problems of modern 
analysis— the manipulation of implicit functions of several variables.
One usually has to spend a great deal of time trying to reduce Equations 
(4.2a) and (4.2b) into normal form only to discover after many hours of 
hard work that the normal form does not exist. Hence, it is extremely 
important to derive some criteria which assures the existence of normal 
form in a given network. A detailed study of this problem forms the core 
of this chapter. The main existence theorem to be derived in this work 
is essentially a generalization of Bryant's work [32] for linear networks.
In order to economize the already long list of new definitions and notations 
necessary for a clear presentation of the theory, as much as possible 
(unless otherwise stated), the new terms, definitions and notations used 
in this chapter are used in exactly the same way as in Bryant's paper.
V.l Definitions and Notations
In the following, any term, definition or symbol which is not 
explained or defined is understood to be used in the same manner intro­
duced by Bryant.
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Definition 5,1: Normal Tree
Any tree in a network chosen according to the set of rules given 
by Bryant is defined here as a normal tree. If a resistance (inductance, 
capacitance) belongs to a normal tree then it is called a tree- 
resistance (inductance, capacitance); whereas if a resistance (inductance, 
capacitance) does not belong to , then it is called a link-resistance 
(inductance, capacitance)»
Definition 5.2; Partitioning and Labelling of Network Elements
Let 3 be any normal tree of a networkyj^ anc* let^be the 
corresponding set of links. Partition the set of network elements into 
6 disjoint groups a, B, 5 ; 6, ^  where group a is a set of all link- 
capacitances , group B is the set of all link-resistances, group y is the 
set of all link-inductances, group 6 is the set of all tree-capacitances, 
group 6 is the set of all tree-resistances, and group Q is the set of all 
tree-inductanceso Next label each network element in accordance with the 
following:
label the link-capacitances in group a from 1 to M ,
label the M - M link-resistances in group B from M + 1 to M ,
CR C C Civ
label the M-M link-inductances in group y from M + 1 to M,
CR CR
label the N-S tree-capacitances in group 6 from M+l to M+(N-S ),b L
label the S -S tree-resistances in group 6 from M+(N-S )+l to 
C CR C
m+(N-Scr),
label the S -1 tree-inductances in group £ from M+(N-S )+l to 
CR CR
M+N-1.
In the sequel, each network element is assumed to be specified in 
its parametric form with the parameter taken to be the arc-length. Hence 
the domain of each parametric function is the real line R1, although the
range may be any connected subset of R1.
Notation 5.1: On Parametric Representation of Network
Each link-capacitance C is specified by
j
Elements
q = Q (x ) and v = V (x ), a . a . a . a . a . a . ’ J J J J J J
(5.1)
each link-resistance R^ is specified by
j
iB. = h . % ) and V = VB . (xB .} ’
3 3 3 3 3 3 
each link-inductance L is specified by
(5.2)
i = I (x ) and 0 = 0  (x ),
y j y j y j yj yj yj
(5.3)
each tree-capacitance is specified by
J
V6. = V6.U 6.) and q6. = Q6.<*6.)' J J J J J J
each tree-resistance R^ is specified by
j
(5.4)
V  = v6 (xe > and ie = 1e (xe 
3 j J 3 3 3
each tree-inductance is specified by
(5.5)
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The network parameters in each group are defined by the following 
vectors:
X
“ l
X
Yl
X
°2
' - B  “ , X =“ V
CM
...
Xa  _C
X
_  — ----  — .
where a±=l, «C=MC, B^JV^+l, 6R=MCR, Y1=MCR+1 and yL=M.
61
X
€i x£i
-6 “
62
’ -e "
%
• ’ - c =
%
.
0 #
6c \ X£l
■ -
where 61=M+1, 62=M+(N-SC>, e^M+CN-S^+1, €R=M+(n_scr), Ci=M+ n^"SCr ^+1^
and £ =M+N-1. As in Section IV.1. each network element is assumed here Li
to be in the composite form shown in Figure 4.1. It is convenient to 
define the following vectors:
I-a (V  =
(xa
(xa )2
< vc
V (x ) —a a
V (x ) 
a l al
V (x )
«2 a2
V (x )
ac ac

09
w
W
W
W, V (x ) =
v v
-£ C
v c (xc 5fcL bL
! i (x > V (x ) X—a a -a a -a
- ß (xß) w 4
I (x ) V (x ) X
- y  y ; v(x) = - y  y ; x = ~y
W W — 6
I (x ) V (x )—6 € -e e — 6
k l\ 1 J e (V _ J c _
I b- e- a
•iß - ß
; e =
e
~y
¿ 6 —6
e-e
J £
— _
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It is shown in the sequel that x^ and x^ together constitute 
the set of state variables. It is convenient to denote the Euclidean
g
x space by and the Euclidean x^ space by R . Then clearly, the 
State Space is simply the Cartesian Product [7] of R^ and R , i.e.,
State Space R^'^ = R^ x R^ .
Notation 5.2: Domain and Range of Inverse Parametric Function
Let w = W(x) be any parametric function. If W(x) is of index 
(0,0), then its inverse function [33] exists and is denoted by x = 
W_1[x]. In the sequel, the domain and range of the respective functions 
are denoted as follow:
the domain of the function w is denoted by D(W);
the range of the function w is denoted by R(w);
the domain of the inverse function is denoted by D(W 1); and
the range of the inverse functions is denoted by R(W 1).
Since the range of the parametric function w need not be the entire 
real line R1, the inverse function is defined only if the corresponding 
domain and range are specified; in general,
D(W_1) = R(W)C (5.7)
and
R(W~1) = D(W) = R1. (5.8)
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Notation 5.3: Composition of Functions
Let f be a function with domain D(f) in A and range R(f) in 
B and let g be a function with domain D(g) in B and range R(g) in C.
Then the composition [33] g o f of f and g (note the order) is the 
function from A to C given by
g O f = ^(a,c)eA x C : a b € B 9 (a,b) 6 f and (b,c) e gj* (5.9)
In less formal terms, the function g o f is the function whose value at 
x is given by g o f(x) = g(f(x)), whenever this operation is defined.
When there is no possibility of confusion, the function g o  f is denoted 
simply by g[f].
Observe that the composition g q f of f and g is defined if and 
only if D(g) D  R(f) 4 0, where 0 is the empty set; in particular
D(g o f) = £x 6 D(f) : f(x) 6 D(g)J , (5.10)
and
R(g o f )  = £g(f(x))  : x € D(g*f)J . (5 .1 1 )
V.2 Equilibrium Equations in Partition Form
In view of the notations of the preceding section, the system 
of equilibrium Equations (4.2a) and (4.2b) become
A* L(x) = J f (5.12)
and
B,V(x) = E , (5.13)
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where
J = A j , (5.14)
and
E = B e . (5.15)
Following Bryant, Equations (5.12) and (5.13) can be written explicitly 
in the following forms:
v v ia6 0 0 W
E-a
Vg(xB) = - —B6 0 w + h
V (x ) 
“Y Y - y b F c- y e F r~yC w
E
~Y
(5.16)
and
W
• n 1 1
6 -66 ^ 6 I (x ) -a a
W = 0 F ’ — —66 F ’-^e 1 (x) -6 6 + — 6
0 0 F *“YC_
I (x )
_ri_
(5.17)
The problem now is to express Equations (5.16) and (5.17) in
normal form. In order to do this, it is necessary to express the non-state
variables x , x., x and x„ in terms of the state variables x and x_ .
- a ’ -B’ -e ■ % - y  -6
The first step toward this end is to consider the possibility of eliminat­
ing the variables associated with the resistances, namely, x^ and x^. The 
equations involving these variables are found from Equations (5.16) and
(5.17) to be
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and
W  + F6€ Ve (x£) = - Fb6 V 6 ( x 6 )  + Eg (5.18)
-F’ Iq (Xq) + I (x ) = F’ I (x ) + T— Be -6 B -e e —ye -y y e (5.19)
It is convenient to write Equations (5.18) and (5.19) in the form of a
nonlinear transformation from the Euclidean k space R into itself,
where k = + k (k„ = ML -IVL = number of link-resistances and k =B e 6 c r c e
S -S = number of tree-resistances). This transformation takes the C CR
form
f  (x_ ,x  , . . . , x  }  x X .  y  • • ; x .  )  ~  Yi
1 B1 B2 BR €1 e2 eR 1
X^R >XR 9 * * *>XR 9 Xf fXF 9 * * *,Xf  ^ ~ ^k 9 (5.20)
6 B1 B2 bR 1 e2 eR 6
fk(xB 'xs '**-'xB > xe ’xe >xe ) = ykB1 B2 5R ei e2 eR
or in matrix operator form,
F(x6€) = y (5.21)
where the vector x^^ denotes the k non-state variables in the left side
of Equations (5.18) and (5.19), and the vector y denotes the expression
in the right side of Equations (5.18) and (5.19), which are functions of
the state variables x and xc.- y  -6
V.3 Existence of Normal Form in Time-invariant, Nonlinear Networks
I
In this section, the main theorem giving the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of normal form of general networks
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is given. It is the most general of several other existence theorems of 
lesser generality given in the latter sections. The main existence 
theorem, being very general, requires a certain mathematical constraint 
which has no equivalent toplogical counterpart. It is proved in great 
detail because it forms the basis of the latter theorems, which in a way, 
are merely corollaries of this theorem. From the network theorist’s point 
of view, it is desirable to express the constraints in terms of the 
index of the characteristic curve of the network elements. Of course, 
in order for this to be possible, one has to pay a price; namely, one has 
to impose additional constraints on the network topology, and hence, 
reduce the generality of the theorem. In this sense, the latter theorems 
are more restrictive, but still general enough to handle a very large 
class of networks. In any case, the additional topological constraints 
are not required if all element characteristics are monotonic. Hence, the 
class of admissible networks studied by Liu and Auth [31] is a special 
case of the class of networks considered in the present work.
Theorem 5.1: Main Existence Theorem
Let Jfhe any time-invariant, nonlinear RLC network contain­
ing no controlled sources and mutual inductances. Let the following 
hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) the nonlinear transformation F is a one-to-one mapping
k k[33] from a set D C R  onto the set Dtl R ;
(2) each link-capacitance is of index ^(Ojm)^, where m is 
any integer;
0(3) each tree-inductance is of index (0,n)^, where n is any
integer.
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Then the normal form exists over some subspace S of the state space 
R^. Conversely, if the normal form exists, then hypotheses (1), (2), 
and (3) must necessarily hold.
Proof; Hypothesis (1) is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of an inverse transformation [34]
-Be ■  2<X> > ,(5.22)
from D ’ onto D. Now the vector y is a function of the state variables
x and x,, as well as the sources E_. and T , i.e.,—v — o —13 — €
y = y ( ^ , x6 , eb , t£) . (5.23)
Hence, x ^  is simply the composition of G and Y, and has the form
*Be = 5  O T ^ , ^ )  , (5.24)
where Equation (5.24) is defined on D*CI RY , Equation (5.24) can be 
written in the form
and
%  * % <5y>«6»iB'2e)
x = x  (x ,xc,En,T ) ,-e  -e  9
(5.25)
(5.26)
where Equations (5.25) and (5.26) are defined on D*r-* R^.
The next problem is to express x in terms of the state
—CL
variables. The relation involving x^ is found from Equation (5.16) to 
be
V (x ) = - F . Vc (x,-) + E .—a a -ad -6 6 -a (5.27)
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Equation (5.27) consists of M equations, and the problem here is to takeV/
the inverse of each function V (x ) and "compose" it with the right
cl . a .
3 3
hand side of Equation (5.27) as is done in the resistive case. Now, in 
view of Theorem III.2, the necessary and sufficient condition for the in­
verse function of V (x ) to exist is that hypothesis (2) be satisfied.
cl . a .
3 3
Hence, one can write
-1x = V [xc,E ] ,-a -a -b’-a 3 (5.28)
__ v6where Equation (5.28) is defined on D**CHRY •
Finally, in order to express x^ in terms of the state variables, 
one obtains from Equation (5.17), the equation
lr (x ) = F' I (x ) + T .
-Q  Q ~y£ ~y y
(5.29)
For the same reasons as above, the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the inverse function of V- (x^  ) to exist is that hypothesis (3) be 
satisfied. Hence, one can write
h  “ i 1[V V  ’
(5.30)
where Equation (5.30) is defined on D***CI R^. 
Now let
s* = d* n D** fl D*** , (5.31)
then, Equations (5.25), (5.26), (5.28), and (5.30) are all defined on
S * c  ry6.
The voltages V^(x^) across the tree-inductances are given by
W  “ W  ’ (5.32)
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where J2f. (x^  ) is an (S^-l) x 1 vector whose elements are the time 
derivatives of (x^). If one "composes" 0„ (x„ ) with the inverse
c
function vector as defined by Equation (5.30), the right side df
Equation (5.32) becomes a function of x . Hence by the chain rule,
~'Y
Equation (5.32) becomes
V (x ) = 0* (x ) x ,
~X C - Q -y -y (5.33)
thwhere 0*(x ) is a (S -1) x (M-M ) matrix whose jk element is given r Y CK LK
by
W 1*  " 4 ^  "cj"
(5.34)
(where the "composition" on the right of Equation (5.34) is a function
of x and T ) and x is an (M-M ) x 1 vector whose elements are the time Y fc y
derivatives of x .
- y
The currents _I^(x ) in the link-capacitances are given by
I (x ) = Q (x )-a a -a a (5.35)
where Q (x ) is an M x 1 vector whose elements are the time derivativesCL CL v
of Q„(x„) . If one "composes" Q^(x_) with the inverse function vector CL CL CL CL ———— — —
-a aS defined by Equation (5.28), the right side of Equation (5.35) becomes 
a function of x^. Hence by the chain rule, Equation (5.35) becomes
W  = k  ’ (5-36)
t hwhere Q*(x^) is an x (N-S^) matrix whose jk element is given by
= a!“  V ^ [ x  E ]> , (5.37)
6k J J
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(where the "composition’' at the right of Equation (5.37) is a function
of xc and E ) and xc is an (N-S0) x 1 vector whose elements are the time 
— 6  — CL — o  c
derivatives of xc.— o
The voltages V (x ) across the link-inductances are given by
— Y Y
V (x ) = 0*(x ) x , 
“ Y Y “ Y Y ” Y
(5.38)
where 0*(x ) is an "(M-M_) x (M-M^) diagonal matrix whose diagonal—-y y CR tK --------
elements are given by
(0*(x )).. = d0 /dx ,
-Y Y JJ Yj Y-j
(5.39)
and x is an (M-M ) x 1 vector whose elements are the time derivatives —-y CR
of x . 
“ Y
The currents Ic(x,) in the tree-capacitances are given by — o o
- 6 (X6) " -^6(x6) -6 9 (5.40) 
where Q£(x§) is an (N-Sc) x (N-Sc) diagonal matrix whose diagonal ele­
ments are given by
^ V j j  = dQ6 . /dX6. 'J J
(5.41)
and xc is an (N-S^) vector whose elements are the time derivatives of — o C
— 6"
Next, one obtains from Equations (5.16) and (5.17) the equations
V (x ) 
“ Y Y
F . V (xc) - F ( x ) - F, r Vr (xr) + E —Y& -6 6 -ye-e -yQ C ~Y (5.42)
and
I£(xJ = F ' I (x ) + F ’ IQ(x_) + F* I (x ) + T -6 6 -ab -a a -66 -6 6 -yb -y y . (5.43)
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Now, upon substitution of Equations (5.38), (5.26) and (5.33) into (5.42), 
one obtains
0*(x ) x = - F - V. (x,) - F (V«>x (x , xc, EjJT ) )-F 0*(x )x + E . (5.44)
Y Y “ Y “ Y 6 6 ~ Y e ~e ~e “ Y ’- o ’-Br-e ~Y G “  £ “ Y “ Y ~Y
Similarly, upon substitution of Equations (5.40), (5.36) and (5.25) into
(5.43), one obtains
- ^ (x6) -6 = —¿6 -^S(-6) — 6+ -B6(-6° -l3(-y’-8'-B'-e)) + -y8 - y (xy) + -Q'(5,45) 
Equation (5.44) can be written in the form
M x = K ,_Y —y —y’
where
and
M = 0* (x ) + F 0* (x ), 
“ Y “Y Y “ YÇ —Ç “ Y
(5.46)
(5.47)
K = - F . yAx,) - F ( V O  x (x , xc, ER ,T )) + E . (5,48) —y —yo — o 6 —y6 —6 —6 —y — o — B — 6 —y
Similarly, Equation (5.45) can be written in the form
NL L  = Kj. > ( 5 .4 » )—o —o —o
where
and
Ü6 = (5.50)
= F' (I_ o xD(x ,Xc,E ,T )) + F* I (x ) + T . (5.51)
—6 -B6 -B -B -y’— b’-6 '—€ —7 0 —y y  - q
Hence, upon taking the inverses of Equations (5.44) and (5.49), one
finally obtains the desired normal form
x = m” 1 K ,
— Y “ Y “ Y
(5.52)
and
— ô = £  K6 » (5.53)
where Equations (5.52) and (5.53) are defined at all points in S* where
the matrices M and ML are non-singular. In general, the matrices M -Y -5 ~y
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and Mg may be singular at some set of points S * * d R ^ ,  and hence the 
normal form of Equations (5.52) and (5.53) exists only on the subspace 
SCH R^, where
S = S* - S**. (5.54)
The first part of this theorem is thus proved using only 
hypotheses (1), (2), and (3). Conversely, by simply retracing the steps 
and observing that hypotheses (1), (2), and (3) are necessary conditions 
for Equations (5.25), (5.26), (5.28) and (5.30) to be valid, it follows 
that the existence of the normal form of Equations (5.52) and (5.33) 
implies that hypotheses (1), (2), and (3) of this theorem must be 
satisfied. Q.E.D.
A few remarks are in order here; first of all, observe that 
hypotheses (1), (2), and (3) of this theorem are necessary and sufficient 
conditions. Hence, the phenomena that the normal form may not be de­
fined in the entire state space is a characteristic feature of nonlinear 
networks and nothing can be done about it; it is an inherent property of 
the network. Of course, it might very well be that such a network is not 
physical, but this problem is of no concern here, since the present 
point of view is to derive the most general condition whereby an arbitrary 
network, physical or non-physical, may be represented by a single system 
of first order differential equations over a suitably defined region of 
the state space.
Observe that this theorem is stated only for RLC networks con­
taining no controlled sources and mutual inductances. The conditions under 
which controlled sources may be included are given in Theorem 5.2. In
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theory, under additional conditions, mutual inductances can also be in­
cluded. However, instead of working in the plane, one has to deal with 
hypersurfaces, and thus except by actual measurements, the problem of 
finding inverse functions for such elements becomes very difficult. Hence, 
although Theorem 5.1 can be extended to include mutual inductances, the 
additional hypotheses are complicated and strictly mathematical in nature 
rather than topological; such a generalization is therefore not too 
appealing. There does exist one special case where the generalization 
can be simply stated, however, the additional hypothesis turns out to be 
identical to those stated by Liu and Auth [31], and hence there is no 
point presenting it here.
networks studied by Liu and Auth, they are admissible in the present 
work under fairly mild topological constraints. This is given in the 
following theorem:
controlled sources are present provided the following additional con­
straints are satisfied by the controlled sources:
Although controlled sources are not admissible in the class of
Theorem 5.2: The main existence theorem remains valid when
Let be any controlled
be any subset of network elements belonging to groups a,6,6, and Q .
Then
(1) does not depend on the voltage across any inductance
or on the current in any capacitance;
Whenever, depends on the voltages across the elements
in Y or the current in the elements in Y, i.e., Si
(2)
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g(y, ,y, ,...,y, ), where y may be either voltage or
1 2 p l
current in element k , then no controlled sources arei3
connected to the elements in Y;
(3) If is connected to a resistance, then it does not de­
pend on the voltage or current of another resistance.
X , X n , X  ,-a3 —B9 -e9 and x^
x and x c . First,-y - 6 J
Proof: One only has to prove that the non-state variables
. r can be expressed in terms of the state variables
Q
  observe that when controlled sources are present, the —Y — o 3
explicit relations of Equations (5.25), (5.26), (5.28), and (5.30) be­
come implicit functions of some non-state variables, because the
sources in E , E„, T , and T may now be functions of some non-state -a’ - 6 3 -e’ -Q J
variables. However, in view of conditions (1), (2), and (3) above, each
of the non-state variables which appears in E , En, T .  and T can again- a 9 -B 9 - e 9 -£
be expressed in terms of the state variables x^ and x^ by simply sub­
stituting Equations (5.25), (5.26), (5.28), and (5.30) in place of the 
non-state variable. This substitution immediately eliminates all non­
state variables because the above three additional constraints assure 
that no chain-dependence is possible. Q.E.D.
Observe that condition (2) of this theorem can be replaced by 
the much weaker condition that no chain-dependence among the controlled 
sources exists, i.e., the substitution of Equations (5.25), (5.26),
(5.28) and (5.30) for the non-state variables that appear in the sources 
do not result in a 'Vicious circle"— a situation which occurs for example
when a controlled source S. is connected to element A and depends on theA
voltage of element B, while another controlled source S is connected to13
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element B and depends on the voltage of element A. There exist other 
examples of more complicated chain-dependence among several controlled 
sources, but these situations are not common, to say the least. In fact, 
most practical circuits of interest can not be "modelled” to contain 
chain-dependent controlled sources.
Observe also that the controlled sources may be nonlinear and 
may depend on several controlling quantities, hence a wide class of 
electronic and solid state circuits is admissible in the present study.
Although hypothesis (1) of Theorem 5.1 is very concise, it 
is deceptibly simple because in general, it is not easy to establish that 
the transformation F is a one-to-one mapping. There exist several 
sufficient conditions [33] for F to be locally one-to-one, the most well 
known of these is the non-vanishing of the Jacobian ■. It seems
appropriate to remark here than an improper use of this condition leads 
to a common mistake found in much of the literature; the non-vanishing of 
^;is a local theorem which guarantees that F is one-to-one in some 
"neighborhood" of points in the state space. In fact, it is easy to find 
examples where ^  is nonzero throughout the state space, but nevertheless 
F is not one-to-one [34,35]. The following global theorem [35,36], due 
to the French mathematician de la Vallee Poussin seems to be generally 
unknown even among the American mathematicians, and hence is reproduced 
below to serve as a sufficient condition in place of hypothesis (1) of 
Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.3: Global Inversion Theorem
The transformation F from a compact set D onto the set D'
is one-to-one if
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(1) the Jacobian of F is never zero on D, and
(2) the image D* is a "simply-connected" set [35].
Proof: For the proof of this theorem, the reader is referred
to reference [36].
y.4 Existence Theorems in Terms of Topological Constraints
In this section, the main existence Theorem 5.1 is specialized 
to theorems whose hypotheses are stated in terms of the index of the 
characteristic curve of the network elements and the topological con­
straints of the network. Although these theorems are less general, they 
are more useful because the existence of the normal form can be assertained 
by inspection of the network. In the following, all networks considered 
are assumed to be time-invariant.
Theorem 5.4: Let^i^be an RLC network containing no controlled
sources and mutual inductances. If
(1) there exists a normal tree J  in such that for each link-
resistance Rg , the mesh formed by R^ and the tree 
J J
branches in d  do not contain any other resistance; (using 
Bryant's notation, this is equivalent to requiring
4 e  = 0) •
(2) a. every link-capacitance is of index q(0,na>v,
b. every link-resistance is of index 1(0,ng>v,
c. every tree-resistance is of index V (0,n^>i,
0d. every tree-inductance is of index (0,n^)^,
where n nn, n n r are any integer; then the normal form exists over
a B 6 C,
v6some subspace of the state space R' .
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Proof : In view of hypothesis (1), Equations (5.18) and (5.19)
become
-6(X6) " -B6 -ô(xô) + - 3  ’ (5.55)
and
I (x ) = F* I (x ) + T— e e —ye —y y —e (5.56)
Observe that the non-state variables Xg and x^ are no longer '’coupled” 
to each other, hence in view of Theorem : 3.2 as well as hypotheses 
(2-b) and (2-c), the inverse vector functions for x^ and x^ exist and 
are given by
and
-1
-6 -6 9 (5.57)
2Ee = l e1[*y>le'\ , (5.58)
where Equations (5.57) and (5.58) are defined on D*c: . Hence, the
theorem is thereby proved since the remaining hypotheses are identical 
with Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D.
Observe that in both Theorems 5.1 and 5.4, no restriction is 
made on the link-inductances as well as the tree capacitances. Hence, 
these elements need only be unicursal and may be of any index (m,n), in­
cluding hysteresis curves. Of course, such generality invariably results 
in limiting the existence of the normal form over some subspace S of the 
state-space. . In general, the set S has to be computed in the manner shown 
by the proof of Theorem 5.1. It would be useful if one could state the
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conditions under which S could be more readily determined. Clearly, 
additional constraints must be impose^ and they are given in the follow­
ing two theorems.
Theorem 5.5: Letc^be an RLC network containing no controlled
sources and mutual inductances. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) there exists a normal tree ¿7 invA^such that for each link-
resistance Rg , the mesh formed by R^ and the tree 
J . J
branches in^/ does not contain any other resistance (using 
Bryant's notation, this is equivalent to requiring =0.);
(2) a. every link-resistance is of index 1(0,ng>v,
b. every link-inductance is of index 1(0,n^)^ ,
c. every tree-capacitance is of index V (0,n^)^,
d. every tree-resistance is of index V (0,n
where nn, n , nc, and n are any integer;B' y' o' €
(3) there exist no capacitance-only-tie-sets. (this is equi­
valent to requiring F ^  =0),
• (4) there exist no inductance-only-cut-sets. (this is equi­
valent to requiring F^ = 0).
Then the normal form exists in the subspace S = D*, where D* is readily 
found from Equations (5.57) and (5.58).
Proof: In view of hypotheses (1), (3) and (4), Equations
(5.44) and (5.45) become
iy  "  -  ^ 6  V V  -  V - 6  °  + -7  ’ <5- 59)
-1
and
^6 = lB 6< h  °  —B[—6’—3^J + —y6 V V  + ^  £ (5.60)
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In view of hypotheses (2-b) and (2-c) and Theorem 3 »2, the parametric
functions 0 (x ) and Qc (xc ) are strictly monotone increasing; and 
YJ YJ J J
since 0* and Q* are diagonal matrices, they must be positive-definite
- y
matrices over the entire state space R^S. Hence Equations (5.59) and 
(5.60) become
x = [0*(x )]
- y  ~y y 1 K ®  2
6 < V  " ^ 6  e e O (5.61)
and
*6 = ° V ^ > 4 ]) + —yb V V  + ^  ’ (5'62)
where the normal form of Equations (5.61) and (5.62) exists in D* since
D * n  = D*. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.6; If the range of the characteristic curve of all
resistances is the entire real line R1, then under the hypothesis of
y6Theorem 5.5, the normal form exists over the entire state space R' .
Proof: Clearly, if the range of the characteristic curve of
all resistances is the entire "real line R1, then the domain of each in­
verse function is also R , hence D* = R^ , the entire state space. Q.E.D, 
Theorem 5.7: Theorems 5.4^ 5.5, and 5.6 remain valid for net­
works containing controlled sources provided the controlled sources 
satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.2.
Proof: Clearly, condition (3) of Theorem 5.2 is no longer re­
quired because in view of Equations (5.55) and (5.56), the source terms 
Eg and T^ are no*longer coupled to each other as in Equations (5.25) and 
(5.26), hence, only conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.2 are sufficient 
to insure no chain-dependence among the controlled sources. Q.E.D.
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V.5 Element Augmentation to Guarantee Existence of Normal Form
In this section, it is shown that by a few tricks and mani­
pulations , one can guarantee the existence of normal form for a very 
large class of nonlinear networks over the entire state spaceI Here, 
the theory of equivalent nonlinear networks as presented in Section IV.5 
is seen to play a crucial role. Before the general procedure can be 
given, the following techniques must be presented first:
(1) methods to guarantee F ^  = 0
If Fg^ 4 0, there are at least two methods, both of which are 
quite consistent with physical facts, to alter the network so that F^  =
0.
Method A
One can always connect a small linear inductance in series with 
any link-resistance which prevents F from being zero. This augmenta­
tion immediately converts the link resistance "in trouble" into a tree 
resistance. Therefore F = 0 in the augmented network. The linear 
inductance can always be chosen small enough so as to simulate the lead 
inductance which is aways present in practice.
Method B
One can alternately connect a small linear capacitance in parallel 
with any tree-resistance which prevents F ^  from being zero. This aug­
mentation immediately converts the tree resistance "in trouble" into a 
link-resistance. Therefore F^^ = 0 in the augmented network. The linear 
capacitance can always be chosen small enough so as to simulate the stray
capacitance which is always present in practice.
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(2) method to guarantee F _ = 0-ab
Since the presence of capacitance-only-tie-sets is solely 
responsible for the non-vanishing of the matrix F c} it is clear that if—OLO
one connects a small linear resistance in series with one of the capa­
citances in each capacitance-only-tie-set, the matrix becomes zero. 
Again, the small resistance can be chosen small enough so as to simulate 
the lead resistance.
(3) method to guarantee = 0
Since the presence of inductance-only-cut-sets is solefy responsible 
for the non-vanishing of the matrix F it is clear that if one connects
-yQ
a large linear resistance in parallel with one of the inductances in each
inductance-only-cut-set, the matrix F becomes zero. Again, the large
• »
resistance can be chosen large enough so as to simulate the insulator 
resistance.
Theorem 5.8: Let y  be any time-invariant nonlinear network 
containing no controlled sources and mutual inductances. Let the char­
acteristic curve of each network element be a "function” of at least one 
of its two terminal variables, i.e., each element is of index (0,n) or 
(m,0). Then by augmenting the network with linear elements (whose values 
can be chosen to simulate actual physical conditions) if necessary, the 
normal form exists over the entire state space.
Proof: It suffices to give a constructive procedure so that
any network can be made to satisfy Theorem 5.6. The crucial step here 
is the use of Technique 1 of Section IV.5 which allows the decom­
position of a network element of index (0,n) or (m,0) into 2 elements of
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index (0,0). Hence the first step is to decompose any network element 
having index other than (0,0) to 2 elements of index (0,0). Once this 
is done, the range of the characteristic curve of each resistance is 
the entire real line. Moreover, the hypothesis in Theorem 5.6 involv­
ing the index of network elements is trivially satisfied since any curve 
z wof index (0,0) is also of index (0,0) . The second step is to apply 
7 W  z
the 3 methods presented above by augmenting linear elements to the net­
work until F_ = 0: F r = 0, and F =0. After this step is done, the -66 ~ab 7
augmented network satisfies all hypotheses required by Theorem 5.6, and 
hence the normal form of the augmented network must necessarily exist 
over the entire state space. Q.E.D.
Observe that although some extra work is involved, nevertheless 
the hypothesis of Theorem 5.8 involves no loss of generality. On the con­
trary, it makes the network more realistic by inclusion of the stray 
elements, which are always present in practice.
V.6 An Illustrative Example
Consider the network shown in Figure 5.1(a), where is a non­
linear resistance characterized by
v1 (5.63)
The problem here is to determine whether the normal form exists over the 
entire state space. Since Equation (5.63) is a one-to-one function, there 
is no need to parametrize it, and hence i^ and i2 are taken as the para­
meters x and x . The first step is to choose a normal tree. There are 
only two possibilities, namely, one can take eitherC and or C and R^
{(a)
9
Figure 5.1
An Illustrative Example
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as the normal tree. In either case, the mesh formed by one link- 
resistance necessarily contains also the other tree-resistance.
Hence, ^ 0 and Theorem 5.6 can not be used. Therefore, one has to
turn to Theorem 5.1, and since hypotheses (2) and (3) of this theorem 
are already satisfied, only hypothesis (1) needs to be checked. 
Equation (5.18) becomes
ij - 3 ±2 =  v , (5.64)
and Equation (5.19) becomes
ii ' ^  = 0
The transformation of Equation (5.21) becomes
F(i) =
fl(ll,12)
-f2 (ll,12)
where
fl^il,i2^ = il ” 3 12 9
and
(5.65)
(5.66)
(5.67a)
V V S > = h  -
The Jacobian of this transformation is
(5.67b)
(5.68)
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clearly, x-_ = 0 when = +1, hence one cannot use Theorem 5.3. However, 
it is easy to see that the transformation F is not one-to-one for F 
maps the two points (1,1) and (-2,-2) into the same point (-2,0) in the 
range space, hence the normal form for this network does not exist over 
the entire state space.
For this simple network, one can alternately come to the same 
conclusion by writing down the following equations:
(5.69)
(5.70)
(5.71)
In order for the normal form to exist in the entire state space, it is 
necessary and sufficient to solve for v in term of v in Equation (5.70).
But this solution is clearly impossible because v(0) = v(3~{~3) implies 
that v is not a one-to-one function of v^. Hence one arrives at the 
same conclusion obtained earlier by Theorem 5.1. Of course, in this 
simple network, the use of Theroem 5.1 is not necessary, but in more com­
plicated networks, it becomes an extremely powerful tool of analysis.
Observe further that this example clearly points out the fact that hypothesis 
(1) of Theorem 5.4 and Theorem f>.5 is really a very weak condition for 
there exists networks, such as the »present example, where this hypothesis 
is the best that one can state. Any attempt to replace hypothesis (1) 
by any weaker condition must therefore involve many additional topological 
constraints, if at all possible. Moreover, one can also show that
1/3 = - 1/3 v.
v = vx - 3 v / 3
dv/dt = -v1/3
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hypothesis (2) of Theorems (5.4) and (5.5) is also a very weak condition. 
In order to show this, one only has to replace the network of Figure 
5.1(a) by its equivalent network in Figure 5.1(b), where the composite 
resistance is now specified by
The solution of this network is readily found to be a periodic waveform 
and is shown in Figure 5.1(d). The "abrupt jumps" in the waveform is a 
phenomena characteristic of all astable multivibrators [l]. From this 
jumping phenomena, it is clear that the normal form for this network 
does not exist over the entire state space, for no single differential 
equation can admit a discontinuous solution. Observe that hypothesis (2a) 
of Theorem 5.5 and hypothesis (2b) of Theorem 5.4 are not satisfied by 
the network of Figure 5.1(b), and hence these hypotheses are indeed the 
best that one can state in general.
5.1(b) is next augmented by a small linear inductance L in accordance 
with Theorem 5.8. The resulting network is shown in Figure 5.2(a). 
Clearly, the normal form now exists and is readily seen to be given by:
(5.72)
This curve is shown in Figure 5.1(c) and is seen to be of index 1(2,0) .7 v
Finally, to complete the illustration, the network of Figure
(5.73)
and
diT/dt = + 1/L(v - if + 3 i ) .L c L L (5.74)
Vc
Vu
•y OOP .T 
L
C * 1*
( a )
Ce)
Figure 5.2
Example Illustrating Existence of Normal Form
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Since the inductance L is very small, its effect is significant only 
during the switching instant, and hence the solution to Equations(5.73) 
and (5.74) and the corresponding transition time can be found by the 
method discussed by Zimmermann and Mason [37]. The graphical step is 
shown in Figure 5.2(b) and the solution curve is shown in Figure 5.2(c). 
Comparing Figure 5.1(d) with Figure 5.2(b), one sees that they are almost 
alike except that in the latter, there is no longer any jumping phenomena. 
The solution curve is now a continuous function of the time t, as it should 
be, because the network is now described by the normal form of Equations
(5.73) and (5.74), and hence the solution must necessarily be continuous. 
Observe further that this example is more physical than the former net­
work because, in practice, one always expect a finite nonzero rise time 
in any wave motion.
V.7 Existence Theorem for Time-Varying, Nonlinear Networks
So far in this chapter, only time-invariant networks have been 
considered. In this section, the previous theorems are re-examined to 
determine whether time-varying networks may be included. As pointed out 
earlier, each time-varying network element may still be represented in 
parametric form with the time t as an additional parameter. Hence, each 
parametric representation is of the form
w = W(x,t) , (5.75a)
and
z = Z(x,t) } (5.75b)
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where w and z are the terminal variables, and x and t are the parameters. 
One can now state the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9: Let^A^be any nonlinear network containing no con­
trolled sources and mutual inductances. Let the following hypotheses be 
satisfied:
(1)
(2)
(3)
the nonlinear transformation F(x,t) is a one-to-one
k kmapping from a set D<^R onto the set D V —  R for all
time t;
for each link— capacitance,the parametric function v =
-1V (x ,t) can be inverted to give x = V [v ], V t;a. a.3 & a. a. Qt . *J J 3 3 3
for each tree-inductance, the parametric function i 
I (x ,t) can be inverted to give x = I 1[± ], V t.
cj kj Cj Cj Cj
Then the normal form exists over some subspace S of the state space R ^  
for all time t where the matrices and are nonsingular. Conversely, 
if the normal form exists, then hypotheses (1), (2) and (3) must 
necessarily hold.
Proof: It is easily seen that the crucial steps in proving
Theorem 5.1 are the taking of inverses of functions and transformations. 
In view of the above hypotheses, all functions and transformations where 
inverses are required in the proof of Theorem 5.1 exist, and hence the 
same proof goes through without difficulty. Q.E.D.
Definition: Separable Parametric Representation
A parametric equation w = W(x,t) is said to be "separable" in 
case w can be expressed as
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w = W(x) W(t) , (5.76)
where W(x) is a function of x alone and W(t) is a function of t alone.
It is convenient to call W(x) the ’’parametric component" of w and W(t) 
the "time-component’’ of w.
Theorem 5.10: If each hypothesis in Theorems 5.1 to 5.8 in­
volving element indexes is referred to the "parametric component" only, 
rather than the entire function; and if the corresponding "time com­
ponent" does not vanish for all time t, then Theorems 5.1 to 5.8 remain 
valid for time-varying networks.
Proof: Since the parametric representation of each element is
separable, the time-component in each representation can be considered 
merely as a constant insofar as the proof of the theorems are concerned. 
Moreover, since each time component does not vanish for all time t, the 
inverse of each function required in the proof exists under the original 
hypotheses. Therefore, every statement in the proof of Theorems 5.1
to 5.8 remains valid.
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VI. STABILITY IN NONLINEAR NETWORKS
The concept of stability plays a central role in the analysis 
of any physical, biological or even economic systems [38,39]. Mathe­
matically speaking, the problems concerning the stability of these 
seemingly unrelated systems are actually identical; namely, they all 
involve investigating a system of differential equations in normal form.
In this chapter, the systems to be considered are restricted to nonlinear 
networks. The great body of knowledge on stability formulated almost 
exclusively by Lyapunov and the Soviet school [40,41,42,43] is used to 
study the stability of nonlinear networks whose dynamical equations can 
be expressed in normal form. Hence, this chapter is a logical continua­
tion of the preceding chapter, and the starting point here is the normal 
form given by Equations (5.52) and (5.53).
VI.1 Differential Equations of Perturbed Motion
In order to apply the powerful theorems of Lyapunov and their 
generalizations, it is necessary to transform Equations (5.52) and (5.53) 
into the form considered by Lyapunov [40]. Since there are many nonlinear 
networks of interest whose steady state processes are periodic (in con­
trast to most control systems whose steady state processes correspond to 
the values of the variables at their equilibrium points), the point of 
view taken here is more general and is concerned not only with the 
"stability of equilibrium" [43], but also with the more general concept 
of the "stability of motion" [41].
Let the normal form be represented by
dxi/dt = X (x^ . . . ,x , t), i=l, . . ., n. (6.1)
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where n is the dimension of the state space. If = f^(t) is any 
particular solution of Equation (6.1) such as a known oscillatory 
response, then the desired transformation is obtained by the substitu­
tion
yi = xi " fi(t)> i=l,...,n. (6.2)
Hence, in terms of the new variable y , Equation (6.1) becomes
dyi/dt = Yi(y1,...,yn,t), i=l,...,n, (6.3)
where
Yi(y1,...,yn,t) = Xi(y1+f1,...,yn+fn,t) - X±(f1,...,fn,t). (6.4)
In Lyapunov’s terminology, Equation (6.1) is the "equation of unperturbed
motion" while Equation (6.3) is the "equation of perturbed motion." In
particular, the null solution y^ = 0 is called the "unperturbed motion"
and any initial condition y. = y. / 0 is called a "disturbance". Observe
o
from Equation (6.4) that
Y±(0,0,...,0,t) =0, i=l,...,n, (6.5)
hence, the null vector y = 0 is always an equilibrium point of the 
equation of perturbed motion. It is important to remark here that all 
theorems on the "stability of motion" [41] are referred to the null 
solution of the equation of perturbed motion, Equation (6.3). Equation 
(6.1) is never used and the unperturbed variables x^ are always
suppressed. In view of the above formulation, any theorem on the
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stability of the equilibrium y = 0 is automatically a theorem on the
"'stability of motion” about the unperturbed solution y = 0, or x =l J i
fi(t). In a time-invariant network containing no time-varying sources,
the solutions of the resistive network (obtained by short-circuiting all
inductances and open-circuiting all capacitances) in terms of the state
variables constitute the set of equilibrium points P = £e ,e . . . . e ll 13 2’ pJ
of Equation (6.1). Each equilibrium point e, = (e, .....e ) is ak k. 7 k1 n
trivial solution of Equation (6.1), and hence Equation (6.2) becomes
yi = Xi " \  (6.6)i
and Equation (6.3) reduces to the autonomous system of the equations of 
perturbed motion
dy./dt = Yi (y1,...,yn), (6.7)
where
Yi(yi' •)yn) = Xi(y1+ek^ >yn+ek ) - X.(en 1
ek ). (6.8)
n
In this special, but more common case, the stability of the null solution 
y± = 0 coincides with the "stability of equilibrium.” It is important 
to observe that for each equilibrium point e , there corresponds an 
"equation of perturbed motion”, and hence to say that Equation (6.7) is 
stable is meaningless unless one also specified the equilibrium point 
associated with it. Clearly, all theorems on "stability of motion” hold 
a fortiori for the above special case of "stability of equilibrium.”
In the latter sections, the important theorems of stability of 
motion which appeared in references [40,41,42,and 43] are applied to
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specific classes of nonlinear networks. One must, of course, expect 
that these classes of networks cannot be too general. To see this, 
one only has to recall that even in the case of linear active networks, 
the stability problem is not a trivial one at all, and more often than 
not, each network has to be analyzed on an individual basis. This diffi­
culty is greatly aggravated in nonlinear networks, and in general, each 
nonlinear network must be analyzed individually. Hence it is extremely 
important to have some methods of sufficient generality to determine the 
stability of an arbitrary nonlinear network. Two general methods parti­
cularly useful in nonlinear networks exist; they are "Lyapunov’s method 
for equations of first approximation" and "Lyapunov’s second method."
VI.2 Application of Lyapunov’s Method for Equations of First 
Approximation to Nonlinear Networks
approximation theorems of Lyapunov." They can be used to determine 
the "local stability" [41] of a very large class of time-invariant non­
linear networks. In order to apply these theorems, it is necessary to 
assume in the following that the functions Y in Equation (6.7) are 
holomorphic [7] in a set
and hence have converging power series expansions. This assumption is 
usually satisfied in practice, and hence does not constitute much of a 
restriction. Hence, the equations of perturbed motion Equation (6.7)
The following powerful theorems are known as the "first
(6.9)
can always be written in the form
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dyVdt = a±iyi + ... a.nyn + R. (y±, . . . ,Yn), i=l,...,n, (6.10)
where R^(y^,...,y ) are terms of degree greater than 1 in the power 
series expansion of Y . From Equation (6.10), one obtains the corres­
ponding set of linear equations
dy./dt = a.n + ... + a. y , i=l,...,n, (6.11)Ji il m  n} i 3 9
where Equation (6.11) is known as the "first approximation equations of 
perturbed motion." The following theorems are very useful, and their 
proofs can be found in reference [43].
Theorem 6.1: Local Stability Theorem
If all eigenvalues of Equation (6.11) have negative real 
parts, then the equilibrium point y = 0 of Equation (6.10) is 
asymptotically stable, [41] regardless of the terms of higher orders in
V 3ri>-">yn)*
Theorem 6.2: Local Instability Theorem
If Equation (6.11) has at least one eigenvalue with a 
positive real part, then the equilibrium point y^ = 0 of Equation (6.10) 
is unstable, regardless of the terms of higher orders in (y^,...,y^). 
Theorem 6.3: Local Stability Theorem for Critical Cases
If Equation (6.11) has no eigenvalues with positive real 
part, but has at least one eigenvalue with real part equal to zero, then 
the equilibrium point y. = 0 of Equation (6.10) may be either stable or 
unstable, and hence the higher order terms in R^(y^,..„,y ) are re­
quired to ascertain the stability problem.
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The above theorems are extremely general, and can be applied 
to any time-invariant nonlinear network which can be represented in the 
form of Equation (6.9). The question of stability of Equation (6.10) 
may be divided into two categories: a non-critical case when stability
of the network can be determined directly from Equation (6.11), and a 
critical case when additional terms in R.(y,,..„,y ) are needed. It is 
unfortunate that the latter case is not pathological, but occurs quite 
frequently in practice. In this respect, the word critical might be 
misleading, for this situation occurs in general not for only one set of 
critical parameters of the network, but may exist over a wide range of 
values of network parameters. For example, it is easy to construct 
networks such that over a rather wide range of variation of element para­
meters, all eigenvalues (except a pair located on the imaginary axis) 
have negative real parts. At present, there is no general method that 
can handle the critical case. However, there exist many specific theorems 
that cover a wide variety of problems, and most of these are found in 
Malkin [43], Observe that the theorems above are local theorems. By 
additional hypotheses, one can usually estimate regions where the theorems 
remain valid [41].
To illustrate the power of Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, consider 
the nonlinear network shown in Figure 6.1(a). The two nonlinear re­
sistances are tunnel diodes having identical v-i characteristic curves.
For simplicity of calculation, the characteristic curve is approximated 
by a piecewise-linear characteristic as shown in Figure 6.1(b). Since 
this network is an actual computer circuit, all element values chosen are
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R = 100 ft
Example Illustrating Lyapunov's First Approximation Method
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actual values. The problem here is to find the equilibrium points of 
this network and to determine their stability. The first step to solve 
this problem is to ascertain whether the normal form exists. Clearly, the 
normal tree consists of the two capacitances. Since the curve for the 
tunnel diode is of index 1(0,2)v, one sees immediately that the hypo­
theses of Theorem 6.6 are satisfied, hence the normal form exists over 
the entire state space. For this simple network, one can choose v^ and 
v to be the parameters x and x } and hence the normal form is readily 
found to be given by:
dv^/dt = E - (v 1+v 2)/RC - (1/C) (g(v1>) , (6.12)
and
dv2/dt = E - (v 1+v 2)/RC - (1/C) (g(v2)) , (6.13)
where g(v,) and g(v ) are the tunnel diode characteristics. The next 1
step is to determine the set of equilibrium points. As shown earlier, 
this can be found by open-circuiting the capacitances and solving for the 
operating points of the resulting resistive networks. This resistive 
network is shown in Figure 6.2(a) where the v-i characteristic of the 
new nonlinear resistance is the composite characteristic of the 2 tunnel 
diodes which are now in series. This composite characteristic is shown 
in Figure 6.2(b) together with load line of the resistive network. The 
equilibrium points are then found from the intersection of the load 
line with the composite characteristic. There are 3 such intersections,
namely,
i (ma)
(b)
Figure 6.2
Graphical Determination of Equilibrium Points
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Intersection (1) i = 3 ma v +v 1 2 = 100 mv
Intersection (2) i = 1.8 ma v +v 1 2 = 214 mv
Intersection (3) i = 1 ma V +v 1 2 = 300 mv.
It is important to observe that the coordinates of these 3 points are 
not the coordinates of the equilibrium points. One still has to express 
these coordinates in terms of the state variables v and v . To do
X Za
this, one finds that Intersection (1) corresponds to the equilibrium 
point P ; v, = 50 mv and v = 50 mv. Next, one finds that Intersection 
(2) corresponds to two equilibrium points, n a m e l y , : v^ = 31 mv, and 
v = 183 mv; and P : v = 183 mv, and v =3 1  mv. Finally, one finds 
Intersection (3) also corresponds to two equilibrium points, namely,
P„ : v, = 280 mv, and v„ = 20 mv; and P,_ : v., = 20 mv. and v„ = 280 mv. 
Hence the network of Figure (3.1(a) has a total of five equilibrium points 
P^,P2,P2,P^, and Pj.. The problem now is to determine the stability of 
each such point. In accordance with Equation (6.6), one substitutes
and
yl = V1 “ (6.14a)
(6.14b)
where (e ,e ) is the coordinates of equilibrium point P , k=l,.„.,5. 
kl k2
Hence Equation (6.7) becomes
dy1/dt = - (y1+y2)/RC - (1/C) [giy^e^^ ) - g(ek )], (6.15a)
dy2/dt = - (y^y^/RC - (1/C) [g(y2+ek ) - g(ek )]. (6.15b)
and
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Now expanding g(y +e, ) and gCy-.+e, ) in Taylor Series about e and
1 kl 2 k2 kl
e , respectively, and substituting the result into Equations (6.15a) 
k2
and (6.15b), one obtains
dy1/dt = - (y1+y2)/RC - (1/C) g ’(ek ) y± ,
and
(6.16a)
dy2/dt = - (yx+y2) A C  - (1/C) g ’(ek ) y2 , (6.16b)
where g'(e, ) is the conductance corresponding to the point v = e :
kl 1 kl
and g'(e ) is the conductance corresponding to the point v, = e
k2 1 k2 
Equations (6.16a) and (6.16b) correspond to Equation (6.10) with
R1(y1,y2) = R2(yl,y2) = o. These higher order terms are zero here be­
cause of the piecewise-linear character of the tunnel diode charac­
teristic curve. In practice, this is only approximately true and hence 
in practice R ^ y ^ y ^  and R ^ y ^ y ^  are not zero but contain higher 
order terms in y and y . Observe that there is really no loss of 
generality for piecewise-linearizing the curve because in view of 
Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, the stability of the equilibrium points 
are decided only by the first approximation Equations (6.16a) and (6.16b) 
anyway(except for the critical case). The eigenvalues corresponding to 
each equilibrium point P are readily found to be given by
1
= \(au+V  f5 [<V-d„>2 - > (6.17)
where afc = -1/RC - g'(ek )/C; bR = -1/RC = -10 ; ck = -1/RC - g'(ek )/C;
9 1 2and dk = -1/RC = -10 . The sign of the real part of the eigenvalues
corresponding to each equilibrium point P is shown in Table 6.1.K
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Equilibrium Point Sign of Re (\^) Sign of Re (\2)
pi - -
P2 - +
P3 + -
P4 - -
P5 - -
Table 6.1
Sign of real part of eigenvalues given by Equation (6.17)
One sees immediately from Table 6.1 and Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 that the 
equilibrium points P ,P and P are asymptotically stable, whereas the 
equilibrium points and P^ are unstable. For this simple network, the 
same result can also be obtained by the phase-plane method. However, 
for problems with dimension higher than 2, the phase-plane method can 
not be used while the theorems above remain valid. Observe that the 
above example gives also a justification for the piecewise-linearization 
of curves (except in the critical case) in order to facilitate computa­
tion of the equilibrium points.
VI.3 Application of Lyapunov's Second Method to Nonlinear Networks
The well known Lyapunov Second method is now well documented 
and is readily accessible in at least a dozen books [42], half of which 
are translations of famous soviet works. It would, therefore, be
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superfluous here to give even just a brief introduction to this subject.
It suffices to say here that Lyapunov's second method is an extremely 
general approach to the problem of stability. The concept is extremely 
simple and involves only the construction of a suitable function known 
as the "Lyapunov Function". The method is now rendered completely 
general (by a number of Soviet workers) in the sense that not only is 
the existence of a suitable "Lyapunov Function" a sufficient condition 
for stability or instability, but the existence of such a function is 
also a necessary condition as well [41]. The only problem, therefore, 
is the construction of a suitable Lyapunov Function. At present, there 
does not exist a general procedure to construct the desired Lyapunov 
Function. The problem of stability would be completely solved once such 
a procedure were found. Several methods for constructing the Lyapunov 
Function for certain specific problems can be found in references [41] and 
[42],
As mentioned earlier, it is only prudent to expect that each 
problem in nonlinear networks must in general be handled on an individual 
basis. Each type of nonlinearity usually leads one to adopt a certain 
approach for constructing the desired Lyapunov Function. It is possible, 
however, to state a few theorems concerning the "global stability" of 
certain classes of nonlinear networks. Two such theorems are given by 
Liu and Auth [31]. The following is a generalization of the two theorems 
by Liu and Auth and a few others. Since the ultimate use of these 
theorems is for practical networks, it is but logical to include as many 
parasitic elements as possible. Fortunately, this is one place where the
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inclusion of these parasitic elements actually simplifies the problem. 
For instance, one can now make use of Theorem 5.8.
Theorem 6.4: Completely Stable Nonlinear Networks I
Let^'be any source-free, time-invariant, nonlinear net­
work containing no mutual inductances. Let each element be of index 
(0,n) or (m,0). Let the following additional hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) all resistances are passive;
(2) for each inductance of index 1(0,n)^, let W (0) > 0,lA m 7
V 0 = 0; and W (0)—>oo, as I 0/ —► oo, where Wm (0) = I i(0) d0;
0(3) for each inductance of index *(0,n)^, let 0(0) = 0, and
let 0(i) i > / 0(i) di, V i^O;
J0 v(4) for each capacitance of index (0,n) , let W (q) > 0,7 q' e 7
V q^0; and We(q)-^°o as I <ij ~ where W^Cq) = ^  v(q) dq;
0
(5) for each capacitance of index q(0,n) , let q(0) = 0, and
rvq(v) v > i q(v) dv, V v^O;let
(6) x = 0=^ y = 0, and x = 0=^ y = 0, where y = 
state-variable vector. ■ v
is the
Then by augmenting linear, parasitic elements if necessary, the network 
Jiis completely stable [44] over the subspace of the state space where 
the normal form is defined.
Proof: Since parasitic elements can be added whenever it is
necessary, any inductance of index 1(0,n)^ can always be taken to be a
0link-inductance, while any inductance of index (0,n>i can always be taken 
to be a tree-inductance. Similarly, any capacitance of index V (0,n) can
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always be taken to be a tree-capacitance, while any capacitance of index
techniques of Section V.5, one can always guarantee that 
F« =0, hence in view of Theorem 5.4, the normal form exists over some 
subspace of the state space. Now, since the network is source-free by 
assumption, and since all resistances are passive, then in view of 
Theorem 4.6, the resulting resistive network (obtained by short- 
circuiting all inductances and open-circuiting all capacitances) has 
one and only one equilibrium point,namely, when the current and voltage 
in each element are zero. Hence, by hypotheses (2) to (6), the entire 
networkJ/' has one and only one equilibrium point, namely, at the origin 
y = 0 of the state space. The next problem is to choose a suitable 
Lyapunov Function T(y). An obvious one to choose is the energy stored in 
the inductances and capacitances. Now in view of Equation (3.21), the 
energy in each link-inductance is given by Wm (0), which is positive 
definite by hypothesis (2). Moreover, in view of Equation (3.25), the
again positive definite by hypothesis (3). Similarly, in view of 
Equations (3.26) and (3.30) and hypotheses (4) and (5), the energy in 
each tree-capacitance or in each link-capacitance is always positive 
definite. Therefore, the Lyapunov Function
^(0,n) can always be taken to be a link-capacitance. Moreover, by the
energy in each tree-inductance is given by 0(i) i - i(0) d0, which is
T(y) > 0, V y * 0. (6.18)
Moreover, in view of hypotheses (2) and (4),
T(y)->°° as y . (6.19)
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Now let W (y) be the total energy dissipated in the resistances, then 
clearly, T(y) = - WR(y), where the dot denotes differentiation with re­
spect to time. But by hypothesis (1), all resistances are passive, 
therefore
T(y) < o, v y ^ o. (6.20)
The three properties of Equations (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20) are exactly 
the hypotheses required by Theorem IX, (p. 67) of Reference [44] for 
complete stability. In the present case, since the normal form may not 
exist over the entire state space, the property of complete stability 
holds at least over the subspace of the state space where the normal 
form is defined. Q.E.D.
Observe that none of the hypotheses of Theorem 6.4 require 
any element to have a monotonic characteristic. In fact, in the case 
of inductances and capacitances, their characteristic curves are not even 
restricted to lie in the first and third quadrant. Parts of these 
curves may very well lie in the second and fourth quadrant provided they 
satisfy hypotheses (2) to (5). Hence this theorem greatly enlarges the 
class of completely stable nonlinear network given by Liu and Auth [31].
Theorem 6.5; Completely Stable Nonlinear Networks II
Let JC be any source-free, time-invariant, nonlinear net­
work containing no mutual inductances. Let the following additional 
hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) all resistances are passive;
(2) the range of the characteristic curve of each resistance
is the entire real line;
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(3) every inductance is of index 1(0in)^i and satisfies 
hypothesis (2) of Theorem 6.4;
(4) every capacitance is of index V (0,n)^, and satisfies 
hypothesis (4) of Theorem 6.4.
Then by augmenting linear parasitic elements if necessary, the network 
is completely stable over the entire state space.
Proof: By augmenting linear parasitic elements if necessary,
the normal form for .^exists over the entire state space in view of 
Theorem 5.8. Hence, by Theorem 6.4, the network is completely stable 
over the entire state space. Q.E.D.
It is important to emphasize here that the hypotheses of 
Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 are sufficient conditions. They are by no means 
necessary. On the other hand, it would entail many complications in order 
to weaken these hypotheses,for there exist simple examples where these 
hypotheses are necessary conditions as well. For instance, the network 
given in Section V.6 corresponding to Figure 5.2(a) is completely unstable 
because hypothesis (1) of Theorem 6.4 is violated. Now, by shifting the 
curve of Figure 5.2(b) to the right, one obtains the resulting characteris­
tic curve shown in Figure 6.3. Using the same network as shown in 
Figure 5.2(a), one finds readily that the only equilibrium point is the 
origin and that the network is completely stable in spite of the fact 
that the resistance is still not passive, hence violating hypothesis (1) 
of Theorem 6.4. It appears, therefore, improbable if not impossible, to 
find necessary and sufficient conditions for completely stable networks
(except for very simple cases).
Figure 6.3
Characteristic Curve of the Resistance for Network 
Shown in Fig. 5.2(a)
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Observe that so far, all of the theorems are stated only for 
source-free networks. When sources are present, it is, in general, 
very difficult to derive any useful theorem. The difficulty can be 
easily appreciated when one recalls that by simply changing the voltage 
of an independent voltage source in a nonlinear network such as the one 
shown in Figure 4.4(b), the network can be made to possess different 
numbers of equilibrium points. Hence, any theorem, if it can be formu­
lated at all, must necessarily include very strong conditions on the 
permissible range of voltage and current variation in the sources. The 
above difficulty is even worse when the sources are functions of time, 
for then the normal form is no longer autonomous. Hence, any stability 
problem in networks containing sources must usually be handled on an 
individual basis. Under these circumstances, it is more profitable and 
meaningful to shift the attention to some other types of stability, 
namely, stability in the sense that any bounded input yields a bounded 
output. A more precise extension of this concept is that of ultimate 
boundedness. The following theorem pertains to this concept.
Theorem 6.6: Ultimate Bounded Nonlinear Networks
LetyV^be any nonlinear network containing no controlled 
sources oj mutual inductances. Let each element be of index (0,n) or 
(m,0). Let the following additional hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) for each resistance of index V (0,n)^, let v(i) i— > oo 
as j i|— ^ oo;
(2) for each resistance of index 1(0,n)v, let i(v) v—^oo
as | v J— *oo;
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(3) for each inductance of index (C^n)^, let / i(0) d0 — >/■
oo as | 0 j— > ooj
0,(4) for each inductance of index ’{(^n) , let 0(i) i
- Î
0(i) di > - K w h e r e  is any finite positive number;
(5) for each capacitance of index v(0,n)^, let r *  (q) dq
oo as | q oo; 0
(6) for each capacitance of index q(0,n) , let q(v) v - /
, . J0 q(v) dv > - K^, where Kc is any finite positive number.
Then by augmenting linear, parasitic elements if necessary, the output 
of the network is ultimately bounded for any bounded input.
Proof: Clearly, the normal form exists and hence by taking
T(y) to be the same Lyapunov Function defined earlier., hypotheses (3) to
(6) imply
T (y)—> oo as |y||-^°o. (6.21)
Now by augmenting resistances of suitable values, it is always possible 
to choose a resistance (so that the net resistance in any mesh containing 
a voltage source is non-zero) in series with any voltage source in the 
network and a resistance (so that the net conductance across each current 
source is nonzero) in parallel with any current source in the network. 
Hence in view of hypotheses (1) and (2), it is clear that given any e > 0, 
there exists an arbitrarily large, but finite number 7j, such that
\(y) - Ps(y) > e, v | y|| > Tj, ( 6 . 22 )
where W^(y) is the total power dissipated in the resistances and P (y)is 
the total power delivered by the sources. But since
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T(y) = -  [W (y) + p (y)], (6.23)
hence
T(y) < - e, y  ||y|| > 7]. (6.24)
The properties of Equations (6.21), (6.22), and (6.24) are precisely 
the hypotheses required by Theorem XVII (p. 118) of Reference [44] 
in order for the output to be ultimately bounded for any bound input.
Q.E.D.
VI.4 Second Order Nonlinear Networks
Since a great many electronic and solid state circuits involve 
two energy storage elements, it is desirable to investigate the existence 
of other useful theorems which are not valid in general for higher order 
systems. Indeed, a lot more is known about second order systems than 
higher order systems [45,46,47]. In particular, for second order autono­
mous systems, the phase space becomes the 2-dimensional phase-plane, and 
hence the geometric theory [45] of differential equations can be applied. 
For example, in addition to the three Lyapunov theorems for first approxi­
mation already presented, it is possible to classify the type of equili­
brium point [45] according to whether it is a center (which is always 
stable), a node (may be stable or unstable), a focus (may be stable or 
unstable) or a saddle point (which is always unstable). All of these 
concepts are, of course, local concepts, and it is common to have tra­
jectories near a focus to tend toward a limit cycle in the large. With 
regards to the existence and stability of limit cycles, several theorems
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by Poincare and Bendixon [46] are extremely useful. All of these 
techniques mentioned so far are primarily geometric and qualitative re­
sults. There also exist many analytical theories for second order systems 
such as the method of Linsted, Poisson, Krylov and Bogoliubov, etc. [48]. 
Hence, at present, any second order autonomous system can be solved by 
at least one method. However, when the system is not autonomous, the 
problem is still difficult, even in second order systems. In particular, 
when the network contains time-varying sources, it is usually helpful to 
know under what conditions can forced oscillation occur. The following 
is a theorem related to this problem.
Theorem 6.7; Existence of Forced Oscillation
Let X be any network containing only two energy storage 
elements. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 6.8 be satisfied. If all 
sources are periodic functions of time with period t , and if all 
solutions are defined in the future [44], then the network has a forced 
oscillation of period t .
Proof; The proof of this theorem follows immediately from a 
theorem on forced oscillation discovered by Massera [49]. Q.E.D.
Except for limit cycles, the techniques and methods so far 
mentioned are local methods. In practice, these methods may not be very 
meaningful at all, for the region of stability may be so small that the 
network is really unstable in practice. Conversely, the region of in­
stability may also be small enough that the network may be considered 
stable in practice. Hence, the theorems that are of real practical value 
are those that pertain to the global character of the solutions. There
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are five simple but extremely useful global theorems due primarily to 
Krasovskii [41] which find direct applications in nonlinear networks. 
Although these theorems were discovered as early as 1952, they are, 
in general, unknown to the network theorists. To the best knowledge 
of the author, nobody in this country has yet applied these powerful 
theorems to nonlinear networks. As applications of KrasovskiiTs theorems, 
the following are twenty-two global stability theorems on second order, 
time-invariant, nonlinear networks:
Theorem 6.8: Let^^be any 2-port nonlinear resistive network
characterized by ±1 = + g±2 v2> ±2 = g ^ v ^  + g22 where
g (v ) and g (v ) are functions of v ; and g and g are constants.
X X  X Z x  X X xz zz
Let two linear capacitances of values c1 and c0 be connected to port 1
X z
and port 2 ofv>Wespectively. Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied 
(k is any positive constant)
(1) gu (0) = g21(0) = 0;
(2) S11(v1)/c1v1 + g22/c2 < -k, V * 0;
(3) g22gll(vl)/ClC2Vl ■ g12g21(vi)/Cl°2Vl > k> V V1 ^ 0
then the equilibrium point v = v = 0 is completely stable.
X z
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dvL/dt = + g12 V2/Cl 9 (6.25)
and
dv2/dt = 821(V1)/C2 + g22 V2/C2 ’ (6.26)
Then the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 25.1 (p. 112) of 
Reference [41]. Q.E.D,
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Theorem 6.9: Letyj^be any 2-port, nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v1 = r ^ U ^  + r12i2’ V2 = r21^il^  + rl2i2, where
r (i ) and r (i ) are functions of i , and r and r are constants. 2.1 1 21 1 1 12 2 2
Let two linear inductances of values Ln and L0 be connected to port 1 ______ z
and port 2 of respectively. Let the following 3 hypotheses be 
satisfied: (k is any positive constant)
(1) ru (0) = r21(0) = 0;
(2) ru (i1)/L1i1 + r22/L2 < -k, V ^  * 0;
(3) V u (1l)/1lL2il - ri2r21(il)/LlL21l > k> V if * O'
Then the equilibrium point i = i = 0 is completely stable,X z
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dil/dt - ril(1l)/Ll + ri2i2/Ll ’ (6.27)
and
dl2/dt = r21(1l)/L2 + g22V2/L2 ' (6.28)
Hence, the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.8. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 6.10: Let y_J^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v1 = + h12 V2’ i2 = h21^il^  + h22 v2’ where
h (i ) and h , (i,) are functions of in; and h_ and h._ are constants.11 l 21 1 1 12 22
Let a linear inductance of value L^ be connected to port 1 of.^and a 
linear capacitance of value c0 be connected to port 2 of .^Irrespectively.
---------------------- Z
Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied: (k is any positive constant)
(1) hu (0) = h21(0) = 0;
(2) hu (i1)/L1i1 + h22/c2 < - R, V i ^ O ;
(3) h22hU (il)/LlC21l ' h12h21(il)/Ll°2il > k ' V l l / 0 ’
Then the equilibrium point i = v = 0 is completely stable.1 Z
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dV dt = hn (il)/Ll + h12V2/Ll ’ (6.29)
and
dV2/dt = h21(1l)/C2+ h22V2/C2 * (6.30)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.8. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.11: Let^V^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by ±1 = V2 = d21^Vl^  + d22i2 where
d (v.) and d (v ) are functions of v ; and d and d are constants.
XX 1 Z 1  X X X Z Z Z
Let a linear capacitance of value c^ be connected to port 1 o a n d  a 
linear inductance of value be connected to port 2 of^irrespectively. 
Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied: (k is any positive constant)
(1) dn (0) = d21(0) = 0;
(2) d <v >/c v + d22/L2 < -k, V 4 0;
Then the equilibrium point v = = 0 is completely stable.
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dvj/dt = du (v1)/o1 + d12i2/Cl ,
and
di2/dt = d21< V /L2 + d22i2/L2 •
(6.31)
(6.32)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.8. Q.E.D,
Theorem 6.12: Let^V^be any 2-port nonlinear resistive network
characterized by ±± = S11(v][) + S12V2; i2 = S21V1 + g22(v2 ^  where
g._(v_) is a function of v , gOQ(v ) is a function of v , and g and
e: are constants. Let two linear capacitances of values cn and c be&21 ----------------------  1 2
connected to port 1 and port 2 of^^respectively. Let the following 3
hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) gll(0) = g22(0) = 0;
(2) gll(vl)/ClVl + g22(V2)/C2V2 < 01
(3) gll/VP  g22(v2')/°lC2VlV2 ” g12 g21 > °
Then the equilibrium point v = v = 0 is completely stable, 
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dV dt = g11(v1)/c1 + v2/c1 ,
and
dv2/dt = e2l V C2 + g22(V2)/C2-
(6.33)
(6.34)
Then the theorem follows immediately from Equation (25.22), p. 113 of 
Reference [41], Q.E.D.
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Theorem 6.13: Letj\^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v = r11(i1) + ri2i2; V2 = r21il + r22^i2 ^  where 
r (i ) is a function of i , r (i ) is a function of i , and r and
r are constants. Let two linear inductances of values and be
21 ------------------ 1 2
connected to port 1 and port 2 of y  respectively. Let the following 
3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) ru (0) = r22(0) = 0;
(2) r11(11)/L1:11 + r22^12 ^ L212 < ° ’
(3) ril(il)r22(i2)/LlL2il12 ' ri2r21 > °'
Then the equilibrium point i^ = ±2 = 0 is completely stable.
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dll/dt = ril(il)/Ll + ri2i2/Ll ’ (6.35)
and
di^/dt = r ,i /L„ + r (i ) A, . 2 21 1 2 22 2 2 (6.36)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.12. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.14: Let_>^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v^  = h ^ i ^ )  + h12v2; i2 = h21i1 + h22^V2 ^  where 
h (i ) is a function of i , ho0 v^ o^  is a function of v , and h and h 
are constants. Let a linear inductance of value L^ be connected to port 
1 ot-Sfand a linear capacitance of value c^ be connected to port 2 of X  
respectively. Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) hu (0) = h22(0) = 0;
(2) hu (i1)/L1i1 + h22(v2)/c2v2 < 0;
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(3) hll(ll)h22(v2)/LlC21lV2 h12h21 > °*
Then the equilibrium point i = v = 0 is completely stable,
JL Z
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dil/dt = hU (il)/Ll + h12V2/Ll ’
and
(6.37)
dV2/dt = h211l/C2 + h22(V2>/C2 ' (6.38)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.12. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.15: Let J{be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by i = d ^ ( v ^  + di2i2; V2 = d21Vl + d22^i2 ^  where 
d (v ) is a function of v , d (i ) is a function of i , and d and
1 1  -L 1 Z Z  Zi 1 Z
d are constants. Let a linear capacitance of value c^ be connected to 
port 1 and a linear inductance of value L0 be connected to port 2“ ——————- Z
of ^ respectively. Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) du (0) = d22(0) = 0;
(2) dn (v1)/c1v1 + d22(i2) A 2i2 < 0;
(3) du (v1)d22(i2)/ciL2v1i2 - d12d21 > 0.
Then the equilibrium point v = i = 0 is completely stable. 
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dVl/dt = du (v1)/c1 + d12i2/Cl ,
and
di2/dt " d2 l V L2 + d22(i2)/L2 '
(6.39)
(6.40)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.12. Q.E.D.
II
I
I
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Theorem 6.16: Let yi^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive
network characterized by = g11v]L + g12(v2>; i2 = g ^ i v ^  + £22V2'
where g12(v2) is a function of v2, g^iv^) is a function of v , and
g.,and g00 are constants. Let two linear capacitances of values cn and 11 1
c be connected to port 1 and port 2 of «•'^'^respectively. Let the follow- 
ing 3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) g12(0> = g21(0) = 0;
(2) g11/c1 + g22/o2 < 0;
(3) Sllg22/ClC2 ’ S12(V2)S21(V1)/C1C2V1V2 > V * °'
Then the equilibrium point v = v = 0 is completely stable.-L £
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dvx/dt = g11v1/c1 + g12<v2)/c1 > (6.41)
and
dV2/d t  -  82 1 (V1) /C 2 + g22V2/C 2 ' (6.42)
Then the theorem follows immediately from Equation (25.23), p. 113 of 
Reference [41]. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.17: Let./^^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by = r ^ ^  + r12(i2)> v2 = r2i^ii^  + r22±2’ where 
r (i ) is a function of i , r (i ) is a function if i , and r and 
r00 are constants. Let two linear inductances of values Ln and L„ be£ i ' ' " JL
connected to port 1 and port 2 of^V^respectively. Let the following 3 
hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) ri2(0) = r21(0) = 05
II
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(2) r11/L1 + r22^L2 < ° ’
(3) rH r22/LlL2 " ri2(l2)r21(ll)/LlL21l12 > V 11,12 ^ °
Then the equilibrium point i = i = 0 is completely stable,X z
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dil/dt = rilil/Ll + ri2(12)/Ll » (6.43)
and
dl2/dt = r21(il)/L2 + r22i2/L2 * (6.44)
I
I
I
I
I
I
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.16. Q.E.D 
Theorem 6.18: LetyV^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v^ = h^i^ + hi2^V2^’ i2 = h21^il^  + h22V2> where 
h (v ) is a function of v , h (i ) is a function of i , and h and1 Z Z Zi. 1 -L XX
h are constants. Let a linear inductance of value Ln be connected to 
22 ------ 1
port 1 of «>/f/and a linear capacitance of value co be connected to port 2 ——————— z
of ^ ^respectively. Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) h12(0) = h21(0) = 0;
(2) hn /L1 + h22/c2 < 0;
(3) hllh22/LlC2 - h12(v2)h21(Ìl)/Ll°2V2Ìl > °> V h ’V2 * ° ‘
Then the equilibrium point i = v = 0 is completely stable.
and
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dil/dt = hllil/Ll + h12(v2)/Ll ’
dv2/dt = h21(1l)/C2 + h22V2/C2 ‘
(6.45)
(6.46)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.16. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 6.19: LetJ^/be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by i^ = d v + dx2^i2^’ V2 = d21^Vl^  + d22i2i where
d (i ) is a function of i , d (v ) is a function of v , and dlz Z Z Zi X X XX and
d^ are constants. Let a linear capacitance of value c, be connected 
22 ------ 1
to port 1 of J y'and a linear inductance of value L0 be connected to port———— ——— z
2 of,yr respectively. Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) d12(0) = d21(0) = 0;
(2) du /Cl + d22/L2 < 0;
(3) dlld22/ClL2 - d12(i2)d21(vi/ClL2i2Vl > °’ V V S  * °‘
Then the equilibrium point v = ±2 = 0 is completely stable, 
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dvl/dt = dllVl/Cl + d12(±2)/Cl ’ (6.47)
and
dv2/dt - d21 v^i)/L2 + d22V2/L2 (6.48)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.16. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.20: Leto^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive network
characterized by ±1 = S-q ^ )  + gx2^V2^' i2 = g21Vl + S22V2’ where gxi^Vl^  
is a function of v , &12(v2) iS a function of v2> and g21 and g22 are 
constants. Let two linear capacitances of values c^ and c^ be connected 
to port 1 and port 2 of J /  respectively. Let the following 4 hypotheses 
be satisfied: (k is any positive constant)
( 1 )
( 2 )
gll(0) = g12(0) = ° ;
s: (v )/c v + g /c„ < -k;gllv Y'  1 1  s22 2
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(3) 811Cv1)g22/c1c2v1 - g12(v2)g21/c1c2v2 > k;
(4) S;[1(v1)/c1 + g22 < 0, where g|1(v1> = dgi;L (v]L)/dv1
Then the equilibrium point v = v = 0 is completely stable.
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dv][/dt = + gi2^V2)/Cl > (6.49)
and
dv /dt = g v /c + g v /c 2 S21 1 2 S22 2 2 (6.50)
Then the theorem follows immediately from Equations (25.24) and (25.25), 
p. 113 of Reference [41]. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.21: Let be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v± = r (i^ + ri2^i2^; V2 = r21il + r22i2' where
r (i ) is a function of i , r (i ) is a function of i , and r andXX X X xz z z zx
r „ are constants. Let two linear inductances of values L., and L„ be 22 ---------- 1 2
connected to port 1 and port 2 of respectively. Let the following 
4 hypotheses be satisfied: (k is any positive constant)
(1) rn (0) = r12(0) = 0;
(2) + r22^L2 < _k;
(3) rn (i1)r22/L1L2i1 - r > k;
(4) ri1(±1)/L1 + r22 < °> where = d ril^il ^ dil*
Then the equilibrium point i = i = 0 is completely stable.X z
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dii/dt = rn (ii)/Li + ri2(i2)/Li > (6.51)
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and
di2/dt = r21il/L2 + r22i2/L2 ‘ (6.52)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.20. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.22: Let iJ/be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v]L = h (i^ + hi2^V2^; i2 = h21il + h22V2^  where 
h (i ) is a function of i , is a function of v , and h and
h arG cons^ants* Le  ^ a linear inductance of value be connected to
port 1 of J /  and a linear capacitance of value c be connected to port—————— ^
2  of >y\/ respectively. Let the following 4 hypotheses be satisfied:
(k is any positive constant)
(1) hu (0) = h12(0) = 0;
(2) hu (i1) A 1i1 + h22/c2 < -k;
(3) hn (i1)h22A 1C2i1 - \ 2(V2)h21/hlC2V2 > k;
(4) h{1^i1)/L1 + h22 < °> where = d h11(i]L)/di1.
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dii/dt = hn (ii)/Li + hi2 (v2)/Li ’ (6.53)
and
dv2/dt = h21V Ca + h22V2/C2 (6.54)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.20. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.23: Let J f be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by i = d11(v1) + di2^i2^; V2 = d21Vl + d22i2' where 
d (v ) is a function of v , d (i ) is a function of i , and d and
X X X  X X Z  Z  Z  Z  X
d„„ are constants. Let a linear capacitance of value c1 be connected to
Z Z  X
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port 1 of y and a linear inductance of value L b e  connected to port 
2 of -''^respectively. Let the following 4 hypotheses be satisfied:
(k is any positive constant)
(1) d11(0) = d12(0) = 0;
(2) d11(v1)/c1v1 + d22/L2 < -k;
(3) du (v1)d22/c1L2v1 - d12(i2)d21/ClL2i2 > k;
(4) d{1 v^1)/c1 + d22 < °> where dii^vi^  = d dll^Vl)^dvi*
Proof: The normal form is clearly given by
dv1/dt - + di2^12^//Cl 9 (6.55)
and
dl2/dt = d21Vl/L2 + d2212/L2 ' (6.56)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.20. Q.E.D,
In the following, each capacitance is specified by its para­
metric representation v. = V.(x.) and q. = Q.(x.); similarly, eachJ J J J J J 9
inductance is specified by its parametric representation i = I (x ) and
c( = 0.(x.). The symbol Q (x.) denotes the derivative of Q .(x.) with
J J J Xj J 3 3
respect to x., and the symbol 0 (x.) denotes the derivative of 0.(x.)J Xj J J J
with respect to x .. The symbols y . z . . and h.. denote the short- J ij* iJ iJ
circuit conductance parameter, open-circuit resistance parameter and 
the hybrid parameter of the 2-port resistive network, respectively. 
Finally, the symbols k and k denote any positive constants.
Theorem 6.24: Let ~sybe any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net-
work characterized by i = I ^ v ^ v ^ ;  ±2 = I , where I1(v1,v2)
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and I2 v^iiv2  ^ are any functions of and v Let two nonlinear 
capacitances of index V (0,n)^ be connected to the two ports of —4^. 
Let the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied.
(1) I1(V1(0),V2(0)) = I2(V1(0),V2(0)) = 0;
(2) k1(x^+x2> <
(3)
V W ’W ^
2
' V W ’W *  ‘
Q X 1 < X 1 ) S ' 1»’ J
-i 2
8 8 I2(V1(X1)>V2(X2))
8x^ + 9X2 S ' v  J
1V xi,x2
< -k2> V x v
Then the equilibrium point x = x = 0 is completely stable.1 z
Proof: The normal form for this network is clearly given by
X1(Vl(xl> ^ V2 (X2>)dx^/dt =
S Cl(xi)
(6.57)
and
dx2/dt = V W ’W * (6.58)
The theorem then follows immediately from Theorem 25.2, p. 114 of 
Reference [41].
Theorem 6.25: Let^^j^be any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v1 = V^i^ig); v2 = where Vi^i1^i2^
and v2^ii^i2  ^ are any functions of and ig. Let two nonlinear
inductances of index 1(0,n)_t be connected to the two ports
y> Let
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the following 3 hypotheses be satisfied:
(1) V1(I1(0),I2(0)) = V2(I1(0),I2(0)) = 0:
(2) k]_(xi+x2> 5
V1 ^ 1  ^ Xl ^  I2^X2^  ^
1 2
0 (x )
X1 1
V W ' V ^ »
V x ^ xP  2 ’
(3) 9 V W ’ W 5" 9 v2(Ii (xi),i2(x2^8xl 0 (x )L xi 1 J + 9x2 0 (x )L x2 2 J C -k2,V x1,x2 .
Then the equilibrium point x = x = 0 is completely stable.i. z
Proof: The normal form for this network is clearly given by
dx^/dt = V W ’W 50 (x )X^ -L
(6.59)
and
dx2/dt = V W ’W * (6.60)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.24. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.26: Let ^ b e  any 2-port nonlinear, resistive net­
work characterized by v1 = V ^ i ^ v ^ ;  i2 = I (i^v ), where V ^ i  ) 
and Io(i.,,v0) are any functions of in and v0. Let a nonlinear inductance 
of index 1(0,n)^ be connected to port 1, and a nonlinear capacitance of
index (0,n) be connected to port 2 ofq
theses be satisfied:
y . Let the following 3 hypo-
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(1) V1(I1(0),V2(0)) = I2(I1(0),V2(0)) = 0;
(2) k1(x^+x2> < " V W » W ) *
2
I2(I1(X1)>V2<X2))0 (x ) + Q (x )xi 1 J L X2 2 J
1 2
,v v x2 J
(3) d
\ ( I 1(x1),V2(x2)) 3 I2(I1(X1)'V2<X2))
3x 0 (x ) ' ^xo Q (xn)1 L x! 1 J 2 L x2 2 J
< -k2, v V * 2
Then the equilibrium point x.. = x = 0 is completely stable.-L ¿j
Proof: The normal form for this network is clearly given by
dx^/dt V W ' W )0 (x )
xi 1
and
dx2/dt V W ' W ’
Qx (X2> 2
(6.61)
(6.62)
Hence the theorem is proved by the same reasoning in Theorem 6.24. Q.E.D.
Clearly there is no need to state another theorem when the port 
1 is connected to a capacitance, and port 2 is connected to an inductance 
because Theorem 6.26 can still be used by simply renumbering the ports.
The following three theorems are direct corollaries of Theorems 6.24,
6.25, and 6.26.
Theorem 6.27: Let 2 nonlinear capacitances of index V (0,n)-------------------- q
be connected to a 2-port linear, source-free, resistive network. Let the 
characteristic curve of each capacitance pass through the origin. Let the
following two hypotheses be satisfied:
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(1) (x2+x2) <
(2)
y ilV l (xl )+yi2V 2 (x2 )
2
y 21V l <Xl)+y22V 2 (X2 )
V xi } J
+
Qx (X2 )L 2 J
,V x1,X2’
d yllVl(xl)+yl2V2(x2) d V V (x )+v V (x )y21 1V r  y22 2V 2'
9X1 Qx1(Xl)
H"
8X2 V>’ J < -k2,V V V
Then the network is completely stable.
Proof: The normal form for this network is clearly given by
yllVl(xl) + yl2V2(X2)
and
dXl/dt = Q (x,) 
X1 1
y V (x } + y V (x )
dx0/dt = ---- ---7--t----- -----2' Q (x )
X2 2
(6.63)
(6.64)
The theorem then follows immediately from Theorem 6.24. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.28: Let 2 nonlinear inductances of index 1(0,n)rt----------- - 0
be connected to a 2-port linear, source-free, resistive network. Let 
the characteristic curve of each inductance pass through the origin. Let 
the following two hypotheses be satisfied:
k1(x2+x2) < Z U I1 (X1 )+Z12I2 (X2)
2
Z21I1 (X1)+Z22I2 (X2 )
0 (x ) + 0 <x )
L x i 1 J L x 2 2 J
> V w
(2) 9x,
ZllIl(xl)+Z12I2(x2) 
0 (x )
X1 1
3x,
Z21I 1 (X1)+Z2212 (X2) 
0 (x„)
X2 2
< -k2,V x1,x2 .
Then the network is completely stable.
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and
Proof: The normal form for this network is clearly given by
dx^/dt = Zl l W  + Z1212(X2)0 (x )
xi 1
(6.65)
dx^/dt = Z21I 1 (X1) + Z22I 2 (X2) 
0 O O  
X2 2
( 6 . 66)
The theorem then follows immediately from Theorem 6.27. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.29: Let a nonlinear inductance of index 1(0,n)^i------------  9 0
and a nonlinear capacitance of index V (0,n) be connected to a 2-portq
linear, source-free, resistive network. Let the following 3 hypotheses 
be satisfied:
(1) k^(x^+x^) < "hllIl(xl)+h12V2(X2)
2
h21Il(xl)+h22V2(x2)+
L S (Xa> J
(2)
CO hll^l^Xl^+h12V2^X2^ CO h21Il(Xl)+h22V2(X2)
9xi 0 (x )L xi 1 J 9X2 «X (X2)L x2 2 J < -k2)V
(3) Let the characteristic curves of the inductance and capacitance pass 
through the origin.
Then the network is completely stable.
Proof: The normal form for this network is clearly given by:
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dx^/dt = hllIl(xl) + h12V2(x2) 
0x1(xl)
(6.67)
and
dx^/dt = h21Il(xl) + h22V2(x2)
\ (X2}2
(6.68)
The theorem then follows immediately from Theorem 6.26. Q.E.D.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
It should be clear by now that the parametric approach for 
analyzing nonlinear networks is not only a novel approach, but also 
a very general and useful one as well. In fact, it is the only method 
available that is capable of formulating mathematically the equilibrium 
equations of an arbitrary nonlinear network containing unicursal ele­
ments. The solution of these equations (which in general consists of a 
system of algebraic-differential equations) is in general difficult. At 
present, the only general methods for solving these equations are numerical, 
and hence, necessarily require the use of a computer. The important 
task for developing better analytical techniques for solving these 
equations seems to belong to the mathematicians,for this problem is 
mainly a problem in mathematics, and hence the electrical engineer does 
not seem to be in the best position to handle it. This difficulty is 
partially overcome by turning to a qualitative analysis of the network.
In order to do this, it is important to realize that the theorems on the 
existence of normal form as presented in Chapter V are extremely important, 
for all stability theorems presented in Chapter VI presupose the existence 
of the normal form.
The stability theorems presented in Section VI.4 for second 
order time-invariant, nonlinear networks are very practical theorems 
because they are all global theorems and one only has to check a few 
conditions to determine the stability of the network. Of course, these 
are all sufficient conditions, and networks which do not satisfy the
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hypotheses of these theorems need not be uiistable. It is interesting to 
observe that the 2-port network referred to in these theorems need not 
be an actual interconnection of 2-terminal resistances. The 2-port can 
be considered for instance as a black box with the characterization 
obtained experimentally. Hence the stability theorems in Section VI„4 
apply equally well to 2-port devices (such as 2-port solid state devices) 
having no memories.
It is interesting to point out here that the flexibility for 
representing a network element parametrically could lead to simplifica­
tion of the problem. For instance, by choosing the origin of the para­
metric curve properly, one can usually obtain simpler representations. 
This "flexibility" is one of the many promising aspects of the present 
approach that has not been considered in this work.
Finally, it is important to remark that while this approach 
seems to require that each element be expressed first in its parametric 
form (a task which in practice would involve considerable time), it is 
nevertheless not usually necessary to do this in theory. For example, 
all theorems on the existence of normal form are formulated and proved 
on the a priori assumption that each element is specified in its para­
metric form. Nowhere in the proofs of these theorems is it necessary 
to actually construct a parametric representation for any particular 
element. Hence, in this case, the parametric approach serves as a "means 
to an end" for without it, these all important theorems could not have 
been formulated. It can not be overemphasized that the present para­
metric approach is a useful mathematical trick and hence it is not limited
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in application only to nonlinear networks. It is an independent mathe­
matical concept. Hence, it would not be surprising to find future 
applications of this concept in areas other than networks.
11
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1 A GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
• V for all
1 implies
■
e belongs to
■ 9 such that
I Œ subset of
m
n intersection between sets
1 u union between sets
■ i x € X: x has property pJ -- the subset of all x in the set X having
1 the property P
I f o g  — compositioh of two functions g and fV D(f ) domain of a function f
i R(f)
range of a function f
Rn Euclidean n-space
■ Q*(y) — derivative of Q(y) with respect to its argument y
I
♦
y derivative of y with respect to time
w
Z (m,n) —  7 w a curve of index (m,n) with z as the ordinate and w as
1 the abscissa
|
Z summation symbol
1
TT product symbol
1
m
n
max £ m .( —
j=i i
maximum of*m^, j=l,...,n.
■
i
i
i
For symbols used in Chapter V, see Section V.l.
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